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Abstract
This thesis reports on the design and development of DYMPHNA3D, a 3D particlein-cell (PIC) plasma simulation code. It also focuses on the field of radio emission
and the discovery of rotation powered neutron stars, summarising the the field from
their discovery in 1968 to present day. DYMPHNA3D was then used as a testbed for the one of the most plausible radio-emission theories, the Spark model. The
magnetosphere of the pulsar, which is the anticipated region of emission of the pulsar,
was simulated and the initial phase of the reaction, two-stream plasma instability,
could be revealed.
The code was originally developed in a serial modular fashion in order to promote
ease of modification for the investigation of a diverse range of astrophysical kinetic
plasma phenomena. Initially, parallelisation of the code was attained through the
use of OpenMP which allowed it to run across multiple processors attached to the
same node. This was suitable for the initial development and testing of the code;
however, with the advent of much larger and more powerful computational architectures, the parallelisation was found to be inadequate for more in-depth study of
plasma phenomena. To improve upon this, the code was adapted to be fully parallel
through message passing interface (MPI). This allowed the study of a much more
diverse range of phenomena in a higher resolution. Methods utilised in this process
include particle decomposition, domain decomposition and domain cloning.
After full parallelisation and test phase for verification of operation, the code
was utilised to study the possible development plasma instability in the pulsar’s
magnetosphere. Parameters obtained from the Spark model were used to provide
the initial simulation conditions.
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Chapter 1
Neutron Stars
1.1
1.1.1

Neutron Stars
History of Neutron Stars

Pulsars were discovered serendipitously in 1967 (Hewish et al., 1968), since then,
there were many attempts to explain their emission mechanism. Despite nearly 50
years of research the process has remained a mystery. What is generally agreed is
that they are magnetised rotation powered neutron stars. Theories have ranged from
the comical, that the repetitive emission might be due to LGM (little green men), to
present current emission models; there have been a mountain of papers printed, years
of observational data collected and countless hours of numerous pioneers debating
over the mechanisms that could produce pulsar emission. In order to fully understand
the pulsar’s attributes we have to start at its beginning; the end of a star’s cycle.
In 1932, James Chadwick showed that the atomic nucleus contained a neutral
particle, this had been proposed more than a decade earlier by Ernest Rutherford.
In 1934 a paper entitled “On Super-novae”, (Baade and Zwicky, 1934b), was released
coining the term “Supernova”. Later that year in a paper called “On Super-novae
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and cosmic rays”, (Baade and Zwicky, 1934a), the existence of Neutron stars was
proposed as the compressed remnant of a progenitor star after a supernova explosion.
Landau proposed that a neutron star would consist mainly of neutrons but if its
mass was above 2.5 solar masses, (M ) (1 Solar mass = 1.9891 × 1030 kg), it could
possibly collapse further into a black hole Landau (1932). In 1968 Jocelyn Bell and
Anthony Hewish discovered pulsars, (Hewish et al., 1968), accidentally whilst search
for interplanetary scintillation of the radio signal from quasars. The unidentified
object was called a pulsar, from the contraction of “Pulsating Star”, as the emission
was pulsed. Later that year it was accepted that pulsars were rotating neutron stars,
(Gold, 1968). In 1967 Pacini described possible radio emission from rotating neutron
stars, (Pacini, 1967)).
A neutron star is formed when a star above 8M goes through a process of a core
collapse supernova. At this point the star can contain numerous layers of elements
from hydrogen at the surface up to a core of iron maintained by gravitational pressure.
The energy from the fusion process leads to thermal pressure of hot gas, stabilising
the layers from gravitational collapse. Neutron stars are some of the densest objects
in the universe, with a mass of 1.44 M in a 10 km radius. Where M is the mass of
the sun, which is M = 1.988 × 1030 kg They can possess magnetic fields exceeding
1013 G and have periods that range from 1 ms to 10 s. Neutron stars are created in
a either a Type Ib, Ic or Type II supernovae.
Since the discovery of pulsars in 1968, neutron stars have challenged scientist’s
understanding in numerous areas ranging from their composition to the emission
mechanism. These areas of study have proved to be quite complex and after 40
years of study a full solution has not been found. Though each area in detail is not
fully understood the basic premise of the pulsar can easily be explained. The pulsar
is a rapidly rotating, highly magnetised neutron star surrounded by a plasma filled
2

magnetosphere. The rotation period (P ) ranges from milliseconds up to seconds
~ are in the order of 108 Tesla or 1012 Gauss. This large
and the magnetic fields (B)
primarily dipolar magnetic field along with the rapid rotation of the neutron star
allow for charged particles to be accelerated along the magnetic field lines and emit
radiation in a highly directional beam of emission, where at different magnetospheric
heights the type of emission varies. As the pulsar rotates this beam of emission sweeps
across our field of view and appears as a pulse of emission every time it passes, not
unlike the beam of light one associates with a light house.
There is general agreement on the main principles behind pulsar emission; the
energy source comes from magnetic breaking and in the radio the emission is coherent synchrotron. However, the exact mechanism is unclear and subject to vigorous
debate within the pulsar community. This thesis will describe the paralellisation of
DYMPHNA3D, Particle in Cell (PIC) code developed to simulate the plasma around
a pulsar and show the first PIC results to test the spark model for pulsar emission.
The remainder of this chapter will describe basic pulsar physics and phenomenology.

1.1.2

The birth of a Neutron Star

At the end of a star’s life cycle, the star is layered like an onion, as seen in Figure
1.1, the lightest elements are on the outer layers with heavier elements located per
layer towards the centre. When the inner core is undergoing the process of fusion
the energy it releases supports the outer layers from gravitational collapse. However
when the fusion in the core stops the core collapses until the pressure and temperature
is sufficient to begin the next stage of fusion. This process releases large amounts of
energy up to the point where it produces nickel-56. This then decays down to cobalt56 and iron-56. As iron and nickel have the highest binding energy per nucleon of
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all the elements, energy cannot be produced at the core by fusion involving these.
Therefore, as the fusion process continues in the outer layers, the core becomes
endothermic sapping energy from the star as it grows larger. This causes the core
to come under huge gravitational pressure, as there is a lack of exothermic fusion to
raise the cores temperature or radiation pressure to support it from collapse. The
end result is a Supernova.

Figure 1.1: The Layers of elements within a star. Image credit: Solstation (2014).
In the case of a pulsar its progenitor star would have had a mass of at least M ,
the star has developed a central core hot enough to trigger carbon burning. As the
nuclear reactions proceed through larger and larger elements namely, carbon, neon,
oxygen and silicon; it reaches either a Ne-O-Mg or Fe core (Fe being the largest
nucleus that can be formed through a net release of energy). At a temperature
of 109 K, during the production of Carbon, thermal populations of electrons and
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positron are created. Through electron-positron annihilation, neutrino-antineutrino
pairs are created. Due to the small cross-section of these particles they escape relatively unimpeded from the star reducing the over-all energy. As the fusion process
develops this loss of energy increases drastically. The energy drain results in the constant compression of the stellar core, as the process requires hydrostatic equilibrium:
Tc 3
∝ Mc 2 ∼ const.
ρc

(1.1)

where Tc is the central temperature, ρc is the central density and Mc is the mass of
the stellar core (Janka et al., 2012).
If the stellar interior enters electron degeneracy before core collapse it ends as a
white dwarf, otherwise, the stellar core becomes gravitationally unstable. This leads
to the final collapse through 3 possible processes, Electron-Capture supernovae, IronCore supernovae, and hypernova. When the core reaches the iron stage and develops
a core with a mass above 1.44M , the Chandrasekhar limit, the temperatures are
exceeding 7.3 × 109 K. At this point further energy loss processes commence. The
degenerate electron pressure can no longer prevent the core’s collapse, energetic
electrons fuse with protons in the iron nuclei through the inverse β-decay process:

p + e− → n + ve .

(1.2)

If enough protons are converted into neutrons though β-decay the nucleus becomes unstable, as bound neutrons in the nucleus would occupy the same state.
This is forbidden by the Pauli Exclusion Principle which states that “no two fermions
can exist in identical energy quantum states” therefore the nuclei dissolves into free
baryons. As the star begins to contract under the enormous gravitational force, the
pressure increases allowing more iron nuclei to become unstable and dissolve into a
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fluid of free neutrons and protons in the core.
This gravitational collapse continues until the force of repulsion between neutrons
is great enough to repel it. Meanwhile, in the outer layers of the star the layers have
been collapsing inward at a speed of 70, 000 kms−1 (Fryer and New, 2011), and
undergoing rapid fusion, due to the gravitational pressure, further compressing the
neutron core. In addition, thermal high energy γ-rays lead to a photodisintigration
of iron nuclei. These combined processes result in an enormous neutrino luminosity
and energy loss of 1−2×1046 J. This corresponds to about 10% of the total rest-mass
energy of the 1.44M iron core. The removal of the pressure support from the iron
core results in collapse to a proto-neutron star on a time-scale of about 1 second.
Core collapse halts when the cores density reaches n0 ≈ 1017 kgm−3 , the nuclear
equilibrium density, which then triggers the formation of a shock wave at the edge of
the new core. The energy from this shock dissociates heavy elements within the core
slowing the shock wave. The shock wave can reach between 100 − 200 km before it
starts to slow, however, this is reignited by the emission neutrinos from the core and
the surrounding stellar mantel is blasted away (as shown in Figure 1.2). The core is
still rapidly shrinking due to the steady loss of neutrinos at the periphery. The loss
of neutrinos from the remains initially warms the core reaching 6 × 1011 K. After
about 50 seconds, when the neutrino λ > R, the core becomes transparent to the
neutrinos which triggers rapid cooling of the stellar interior (Lattimer and Prakash,
2004). This mass release of neutrinos is thought to aid the power of the supernova
though the process is still unknown (Bethe and Wilson, 1985). The end result being
either a Type Ib, Type Ic or Type II supernova and the creation of a neutron star.
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Figure 1.2: Within a massive evolved star (a) the onion-layered shells of elements
undergo fusion, forming an iron core (b) that reaches Chandrasekhar-mass and starts
to collapse. The inner part of the core is compressed into neutrons (c) causing
collapsing material to bounce (d) and form an outward-propagating shock front (red).
The shock starts to stall (e) but it is re-invigorated by neutrino interaction. The
surrounding stellar mantel is blasted away (f) leaving only a degenerate remnant.
Image credit: Hall (2006).
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1.2

Pulsars as highly magnetised rotating neutron
stars

Galactic Core Collapse Supernova (CCSN) rate can be used to determine the rate of
neutron star creation and hence enable an estimate of the current population. Keane
and Kramer (2008) discusses in detail the estimated birthrate of the different type
of neutron stars which are described in Chapter 2. If each of the neutron star types
are unrelated to each other the birthrate becomes too large. Kaspi (2010) suggests
a relationship and possible evolution of pulsars which is also hinted at in Keane and
Kramer (2008) to explain this disambiguity. The basic idea is that the magnetic
field of the neutron star at birth, along with the decay of the pulsar period and
braking index, identifies the type of neutron star formed e.g. magnetars or rotation
powered pulsars, RPPs, or compact central objects, CCOs. The further evolution of
the neutron star over time, partnered with the possibility of forming a binary and
accretion, neatly wraps up the rest of the neutron star types discussed below and
shown in Figure 1.6, allowing for a manageable neutron star birthrate lower than the
inferred CCSN rate of:
βCCSN = 1.9 ± 1.1per century.

(1.3)

There are two main models of pulsar emission, the Canonical model and the
Standard model. The Canonical model describes the energetics of the pulsar, whereas
the Standard model describes the environment surrounding it. The Canonical model
was primarily developed by (Pacini, 1967), (Gold, 1968), and (Ostriker and Gunn,
1969). Some important attributes associated with Canonical model are the pulsar
period (P ) and the pulsar period derivative (Ṗ ). As the pulsar rotates it loses energy
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due to magnetic breaking causing it to slow down, this is recorded as the pulsar period
derivative (Ṗ ) which gives the slowdown rate of the pulsar. The angle between the
rotation axis of the pulsar (Ω) and the magnetic field (µ) becomes important when
looking at the shape of the magnetic field and also emission as it is necessary for this
inclination angle (α) to be greater than zero for emission to occur.
During the formation of the neutron star the basic attributes are set including; the
period, the magnetic field, and angle of orientation. The period of the young neutron
star is directly related to the period of the original star and through the principal of
the conservation of angular momentum is greatly increased. The angular momentum,
L is:

L = M v⊥ R.

(1.4)

Where R is the radius and v⊥ is the perpendicular velocity. In the case of a 8M
star, it becomes a canonical neutron star of mass 1.44 M , the mass ratio has been
reduced by about 5.5. The angular momentum is conserved and the radius is reduced
from 3 × 106 km down to 10 km. The neutron star would have a greatly increased
surface velocity, vperp = 2πR/P . The end result is the neutron star’s period (PN s ),
is increased by a factor of 109 :

PN s

MN s
=
×
MStar



RN s
RStar

2
× PStar .

(1.5)

The magnetic fields of neutron stars are also greatly increased due to the conservation of magnetic flux (Woltjer, 1964). This theory was further expanded to
predict magnetars with fields up to B ∼ 1016 G (Thompson and Duncan, 1993). The
magnetic flux is:
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Rotation axis

Light cylinder

Dipolar magnetic field axis

Pulsar/Neutron star
Line of sight of Observer

Polar cap

Magnetospheric closed volume

Polar cap

Magnetospheric open volume

RLC

RLC = Light cylinder radius

Figure 1.3: The pulsar geometry showing clearly; the rotation axis Ω the magnetic
field axis µ, the inclination angle between the rotation angle and the magnetic field
angle α, the angle between the magnetic field axis and the observer β, the angle the
observer views the pulsar relative to the rotation axis χ, and the distance to the light
cylinder RLc . Image credit : McDonald (2007).
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~ × A.
Φ=B

(1.6)

Where A = 4πR2 again having a RN s /RStar relationship leading to an increase of
magnetic field by a factor of 1010 , meaning a magnetic field of B = 100 G becomes
B ∼ 1012 G after collapse. The magnetic field at the pulsar surface is estimated
using Equation 1.7 and is related to the period (P ), spin-down period (Ṗ ) and the
angle between the rotation axis and the magnetic axis (α). The surface magnetic
field strength for rotation powered pulsars can also be estimated as:

B=

3Ic3
8π 2 sin2 αR6

 12 

P Ṗ

 12

,

(1.7)

where c is the speed of light, 2.997 × 108 ms−1 , I is the moment of inertia and R is
the radius of the pulsar.
In the Standard model, the dominant energy loss is due to magnetic dipole radiation (Pacini, 1967) and acceleration of particle winds (Taylor and Manchester, 1977).
The spin-down rate is expressed as:

Ω̇ = −KΩn ,

(1.8)

where Ω = 2π/P and K is:

K=

8π 2 Bs 2 R6 sin2 α
,
3Ic3

(1.9)

for Bs pure dipole magnetic breaking, n = 3, (Macy, 1974). The braking index can
be found using:

n=

ΩΩ̈
Ω̇2
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(1.10)

With the estimate of the breaking index it is possible to predict the age of the
pulsar using the equation:

τ=

1 P
.
(n − 1) Ṗ

(1.11)

It is generally accepted that the pulsar luminosity for most emission types are
powered through rotation. With the added assumption that the energy lost, i.e.
the spin-down energy, is converted into magnetic dipole radiation. The spin down
luminosity can be estimated by:
Ṗ
P3

Ė = −4π 2 I

!
,

(1.12)

where I is the moment of inertia is described as:
2
I = M R2 ,
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(1.13)

where M is the mass of the neutron star and R is the radius of the neutron star.
These two are given through the Chandrasekhar limit:

MCh ≈

hc
2πG

 32

1
≈ 1.4M ,
mn 2

(1.14)

and the radius:

R<

M
4πρ

 13
.

(1.15)

Where mn is the mass of a neutron, G = 6.67384 × 10−11 m3 kg −1 s−2 is the Gravitational constant and ρ is the density, which is ρ > 3π/GP 2 . The canonical neutron
star has a mass, M ≈ 1.4 M , and a radius, R ≈ 10km.
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The gravitational field of neutron stars is very large for an object of R = 10 km
due to a mass of above 1.4M providing a gravitational acceleration at the surface
of
g=G

MN s
= g = 1.91 × 1012 m/s2 .
RN s

(1.16)

The largest neutron star found to date is PSR J1614-2230, with a predicted mass of
1.97M , while the maximum mass of a neutron star is thought to be in the region of
2 − 3M (Chamel et al., 2013). This provides a great laboratory for studying gravitational waves. When the gravitational field of the pulsar is very strong, a breaking
index of n = 5 is expected due to gravitation radiation or magnetic quadrupole
breaking (Macy, 1974).

1.3

Pulsar Observations

Pulsars were first discovered in 1967 (Hewish et al., 1968). It was discovered as an
extremely accurate repetitive signal with a period of 1.3372795 ± 0.0000020 seconds.
It was quickly ruled out as terrestrial and deduced that it was a pulsating radio
star, a pulsar. In 1968, Thomas Gold released a paper suggesting that the pulsar
was a rotating neutron star (Gold, 1968). The rotating neutron star would have a
magnetic field and rotation necessary to describe the qualities observed. One example
of a rotating neutron star is the Crab pulsar, which has a period of 0.033s meaning
it completes a rotation 30 times a second and also contains a magnetic field in the
region of 1012 Gauss (which is 3×1012 times stronger than the Earths magnetic field).
With the immense magnetic field rotating, it emits radio waves continuously along a
line defined by the strongest concentration of lines of force. The Crab pulsar emits
across all wavelengths, from radio to γ-ray, in a pulsed manner and even contains a
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non pulsed emission. The non-pulsed emission is attributed to the thermal radiation
from the surface of the rotating neutron star and is characterised by a blackbody
spectrum. The energy emitted from the Crab is enormous with a total radiation loss
of 1028 W for the pulsed emission and 1031 W for the non pulsed. This is 100 times
the total radiation from the sun for the pulsed emission and is 10, 000 times greater
for the non-pulsed emission.
As pulsars are pulsating neutron stars they are extremely small and dense, without this pulsed emission they would be extremely hard to observe. We can only observe ones that have emission directed towards Earth meaning that there are many
more that we cannot see. This depends on the emission type and their geometry, as
can been seen in Figure 1.3, the pulsar will only be observed along the line of emission. The emission region of the pulsar is heavily dependant on the emission type
which range the length of the electromagnetic spectrum from radio through optical
up to γ-rays. The emission type and its properties gives clues to the inner working
of the pulsar magnetosphere. The emission mechanisms will be discussed in detail
in Chapter 2.
The second pulsar model, the Standard model describes the environment around
the neutron star. From this model we know that the pulsar is surrounded by a magnetosphere, an area in space in which charged particles are controlled by the pulsar’s
magnetic field. It was proposed by Goldreich and Julian (1969) that the pulsar is
not located in a vacuum, as was previously assumed, but rather was surrounded by
a plasma of positive charges, positrons and ions, and negative charges, electrons.
This plasma was required to fill the magnetosphere with a force free condition of
~ ·B
~ ≈ 0 in the aligned rotator case. This plasma was assumed to be co-rotating
E
with the pulsar and required that the neutron star needed to have a large charge
density, the “Goldreich-Julian charge density”:
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ρGj =

~ ·B
~
Ω
1 ~ ~
1
,
∇E = −
~ r)
4π
2πc 1 − | (Ω×~
|
c

(1.17)

which gives a magnetosphere particle number density:

n = 7 × 10−2

Bz
P

cm−3 .

(1.18)

If the magnetosphere is co-rotating, the point where the particles would reach the
speed of light to maintain co-rotation is called the Light cylinder:
RLc = cP/2π .

(1.19)

Originally it was assumed that electrons would emit further out, closer to the
light cylinder (RLc ) and protons would emit closer to the pulsar surface. Radio
emission however is now thought to occur closer to the neutron surface and through
the process of plasma instabilities, this shall be covered in detail in chapter 2 and 3.
In order to study pulsars accurately it is important to understand as much detail
as possible. One such important detail is an accurate measurement of the distance
to the pulsar. Originally all pulsars were discovered in the radio regime, the main
methods used for determining the distance to pulsars were through the use of parallax
(Salter et al., 1979), the H i method by observing the neutral H absorption at 21
cm (Gordon et al., 1969), or dispersion measure (Davidson and Terzian, 1969). Due
to uncertainties of the interstellar medium, the HI density and also the technology
available at the time the accuracy of the results were questionable, with high errors
of up to 50%. Recent developments have brought these errors down to a more
reasonable range between 0.4% − 20% (Verbiest et al., 2012).
At present, there are 2328 observed pulsars (Manchester et al., 2005) out of an
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an estimated 30,000 observable pulsars (Lorimer et al., 2006) and the total Galactic
population estimated to be in the region 105 pulsars. The majority of the observed
pulsars are distributed along the Galactic plane, with ≈ 85% lying within ±20◦
of latitude of the galactic plane see Figure 1.4. Although this is the case, new
pulsar searches are finding others away from the galactic plane and with new search
techniques could drastically increase the pulsar number (Barr et al., 2013). One of
the most common ways to illustrate the similarities and differences of this population,
is by plotting the pulsar period against the pulsar period derivative (P vs Ṗ ). The
age of the pulsar can be found using the derivative of the period over the period
as can be seen in Equation 1.11. By plotting and overlapping the magnetic field
strength and pulsar age we can gain a very clear image of the known population of
pulsars (as shown in Figure 1.6).
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Figure 1.4: Skymap in Galactic coordinates showing the gamma-ray pulsars of different types detected by Fermi: Blue squares = radio quiet pulsars. Red triangles
= millisecond gamma-ray pulsars. Green circles = radio loud gamma-ray pulsars.
Black dots = γ-rays were phase-folded using a rotation ephemeris. Gray dots =
pulsars for which no rotation ephemeris was available. Image credit: Abdo, A. A. et
al. 2013.
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Figure 1.5: Illustrated diagram of neutron star populations with respect to their
periods and derived surface magnetic field strengths. Image credit: (Harding, 2013)
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Figure 1.6:

Plot of period vs.

rotation-powered pulsars;

period derivative for the presently known

Isolated Neutron Stars (INS), Compact Central

Objects (CCO), Rotating Radio Transients (RRATs), and magnetars (from
http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat/). Lines of constant characteristic
age (P/2Ṗ ) and dipole spin-down luminosity (Ėd ) are superimposed. Image credit:
(Harding, 2013)
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Pulsars can be categorised into several groups:

1. Rotation-Powered Pulsar (RPP).
These were the first documented pulsars, discovered serendipitously by Jocelyn
Bell. They pulse regularly and predictably across the EM spectrum, but are generally
most observable in the radio band. These are assumed to be powered by their loss of
rotational energy due to braking by their magnetic fields. One of the best examples
is the Crab pulsar, although it is far from the typical in its class with its unparalleled
energy output and its magnificent nebula. As previously mentioned pulsars posses
periods between 1 ms − 10 s with magnetic fields between 108 − 1013 G. The emission
from RPPs is divided up into two broad classes, Thermal Emission and Non-Thermal
Emission. Thermal emission is a result from residual cooling following formation in
core collapse and is only visible in the first 105 years (Kaspi, 2010).
Thermal emission has received a lot of attention due to the fact it can be used to
constrain the equation-of-state of dense matter. This is done by comparing temperature and luminosities with theoretical cooling curves, accounting for the spectrally
distorted impact of the neutron stars atmosphere and also by detailed modelling of
x-ray light curves. Non-Thermal emission is usually described as power-law emission originating from the magnetosphere. It is typically more highly pulsed than the
thermal component and strongly correlated with the spin down luminosity of the
pulsar.
This type of pulsar accounts for the majority of discovered neutron stars; two of
the most well known RPPs are the Crab and Vela pulsars. These two are the most
highly studied pulsars as they are on average the brightest across all spectrums and
the only two that have been measured over the total X-ray and γ-ray range as shown
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in Figure 1.7. There are in the region of over 2200 pulsars in the radio spectrum,
30 in the X-ray and γ-ray pulsars approaching 150 Abdo et al. (2013). The current
theory is that the pulsar magnetosphere is filled with a dense plasma. This plasma,
along with the enormous magnetic and electric fields, is responsible for the emission
associated with rotation powered pulsars. As such pulsars slow down over time due
to this loss of rotational energy to emission. Pulsars timing is extremely accurate
with stable periods but can however experience glitches, a glitch is characterised as a
sudden increase of the pulse frequency of the pulsar, this results in a sudden increase
in the rotational speed of the pulsar and then a post-glitch recovery back to the
expected spindown rate (Ruderman, 1969). Small glitches are commonly associated
with young energetic pulsars such as the Crab pulsar, which has been observed to
have 9 glitches between 2000 to 2010 (Wang et al., 2012). Whereas Vela like pulsars
are observed to have larger glitches (Wang et al., 2000). It is believed that the
absence of large glitches in younger pulsars an be accounted for by a gradual release
in stress. This is due to high crustal temperatures, by processes such as vortex creep
and plastic flow (Ruderman, 1991; McKenna and Lyne, 1990)
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Figure 1.7: Light curves from Radio to Gamma. Image credit: Lucas Guillemot,
MPIfR Bonn, “http : //goo.gl/F COLZx”.

2. Binary Pulars: Millisecond pulsars (MSP), Double neutron star
systems and Accretion-powered pulsars.
The first millisecond pulsar, designated PSR 1937+21, was discovered by Backer
and his colleagues using the Arecibo telescope in 1982 (Backer et al., 1982). These
are also rotation-powered pulsars but they have periods in the region of 1 − 2 ms
and a greatly reduced magnetic field strength in comparison to normal pulsars. They
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have been observed in the radio, X-ray and γ-ray portions of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The generic theory is that a MSP that is in a binary system can be sped
up through accretion. One theory is that a MSP needs an old pulsar which has a
sufficiently low magnetic field to allow it to begin accretion (Alpar et al., 1982). This
process requires that the pulsar absorbs matter for a long period of time from a surrounding keplerian disk and in the process is spun-up, a mechanism called recycling
(Bhattacharya, 1996). A more mainstream theory is that during the accretion state,
the accretion itself quenches the magnetic field due to thermomagnetic processes in
the crust (Geppert and Urpin, 1994). These were predicted and confirmed to be
surprisingly bright γ-ray sources (Bhattacharya and van den Heuvel, 1991; Ransom
et al., 2011). Another interesting relationship is the fact that MSP occur in large
numbers in globular clusters providing a rich pool for future binary research (Hut,
1996). These searches have led to the discovery of two new types of Binary pulsars:
the Black Widow and the Redback, aptly named after dangerous North American
and Australian spiders respectively. These are both eclipsing pulsars which orbit
low mass companion stars and appear to be destroying the companion. The Black
Widow tends to exhibit a large ecliptic orbit, around 9 hours, while the Redback
tends to have short orbital periods, (Roberts, 2011).
Another type of binary pulsar is the accretion-powered X-ray pulsar. In this
scenario the accretion results in the release of gravitational binding energy and the
emission of X-rays. The relationship between accretion-powered X-ray pulsars and
MSPs is clear; where the ongoing mass transfer leads to a spin-up of the neutron
star and X-ray emission and the end result of a MSP (Nagase, 1989).
The last type mentioned is the Double neutron star system. These are thought to
originate from high-mass X-ray binaries (Tauris and van den Heuvel, 2006). A great
image which illustrates the evolutionary paths taken by these binary systems can
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be seen in Figure 1.8 For more information on the topic of Binary and Millisecond
pulsar systems, Duncan Lorimer gives a full review of both in Binary and Millisecond
pulsars (Lorimer, 2008)

3. Rotating Radio Transients (RRAT).
RRATs were discovered in 2005 after a new analysis technique for searching
through data from a large scale search for radio sources from a previous study between
1998 and 2002 by McLaughlin et al. (2006). These are considered to be a subclass
of RPPs, there are about 12 known RRATs. They are characterised by the fact
that they exhibit sporadic periodic emission. They produce unpredictable sudden
short bursts, which occur at integral multiples of an underlying periodicity. Their
underlying periodicity can be deduced thanks to the phase consistency of the bursts.
They sometimes exhibit very strong modulation of their radio pulses, which hints
at a possible other non rotation powered energy source similar to Isolated Neutron
stars and Magnetars. RRATs have led to a new style in searching for neutron stars,
as previously only periodic pulses were searched for. The discovery of the unique
properties of RRATs introduced new timing scales which have extended the problem
of understanding the pulsar phenomena.

4. Isolated Neutron Stars (INS).
There are seven confirmed INSs, described as a generally radio quiet neutron
star. They have some defining properties including; quasi-thermal X-ray emission
with relatively low X-ray luminosity, great proximity (distances & 500 pc, 1 pc =
3.0856 × 1016 m away from other neutron stars), lack of radio component, and relatively long periods (up to 11 seconds). INSs may represent a large fraction of all
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Figure 1.8: Evolution of Binary systems.
(Lorimer, 2008).
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Image credit: Duncan R. Lorimer,

galactic neutron stars (Keane and Kramer, 2008). A subset of INSs are Old Neutron Stars/Isolated Old Neutron Stars (ONSs/IONs) which were predicted in 1970
by Ostriker and are considered to be old neutron stars with decayed magnetic field
allowing accretion from the Interstellar medium (ISM) to take place (Gott et al.,
1970). This accretion would trigger emission of X-rays and, in doing so, allow us to
find and study old none pulsating neutron stars. This paper led to the initial search
for INSs and the first 7 objects found. Due to the estimated pulsar birthrate at the
time this number was expected to be much larger and was reviewed in Treves et al.
(2000). It has since come to light that these 8 observed INS, though radio quiet,
are visible not from the process of accretion but due to thermal emission from the
neutron star surface (Kaspi et al., 2006). This thermal emission has further strengthened the belief due to the relative pulsar age, that we either lie outside the radio
beam of the these rotation-powered pulsars or they are young quiescent Magnetars.

5. Magnetars
Magnetars could be considered the most extreme type of pulsar. They occasionally have huge bursts of X-rays and soft γ-rays. They are thought to have a large
magnetic fields, of the order of 1014 − 1015 G. They have luminosities in quiescence,
that are generally orders of magnitude greater than their spin-down luminosities.
Magnetars are thought to be young, isolated neutron stars powered by the decay of
their very powerful magnetic fields. Because a Magnetar’s fields are very strong, it
spins down via magnetic waves rapidly. They were first observed by accident in 1979
after an extreme γ-ray burst was observed (Duncan, 2003). The pulse was 100 times
more intense than any cosmic γ-ray event that had ever been recorded. This was
the largest burst ever detected until 1998 when SGR 1900+14 took the lead (Kouve26

liotou et al., 1999). This class of pulsar was officially recognised in 1992 after a paper
by Duncan and Thompson (1992). There is assumed to be two types of Magnetars;
anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXPs,) (Kaspi, 2007), and soft γ-ray repeaters (SGRs)
(Laros et al., 1986). Magnetars at their brightest can briefly outshine all other cosmic soft γ-ray sources combined. A small review of the relationship between pulsars
and magnetars by Mereghetti (2013) and Perna and Pons (2011) gives a good insight
into current Magnetar theory.

6. Compact Central Objects (CCO).
Compact central objects are neutron stars at the centres of supernova remnants
but have unique properties which, at some point had separated them from the distinction of neutron stars. Common properties of CCOs are: unusual X-ray spectra,
very small radii, very high effective temperatures, the absence of both associated nebulae and counterparts at other wavelengths. Other distinguishing characteristics are
a high X-ray to optical luminosity ratio, with no evidence of a companion to power
the X-ray emission through accretion, and also no evidence of pulsation or pulsar
wind (Kaspi et al., 2006). They were first discovered in 1980 (Tuohy and Garmire,
1980), and from that point on the number of them has kept growing, accounting
for a large proportion of all neutron stars (Gotthelf and Vasisht, 1999). CCOs have
recently been termed “Anti-Magnetars”, as these objects have periods in the 100s
ms, very small spin down inferred magnetic field strengths, B = 3.1 × 1010 G and
a large characteristic age, τ = 192 M yr (Halpern and Gotthelf, 2010). This age
for the pulsar is many orders of magnitude of the supernova remnant and the X-ray
luminosity for that age is very high. There are now up to 10 known CCOs (Pavlov
et al., 2003). For a more thorough review of the properties of CCOs, see (Pavlov
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et al., 2002).
Kaspi (2010) put forward a proposal that all of the above are simply neutron
stars with different birth magnetic fields, periods, and the differences in their ages.
This can be deduced from numerous papers which indicate that thermal evolution
and magnetic field strength are inseparable (Pons et al., 2007). This has been further
analysed in papers such as Popov (2012) and Harding (2013) and decided that all
these neutron stars “are all different species of the same animal” (Harding, 2013).
The most recent plot of period vs period derivative is shown in Figure 1.6.
The pulsar phenomena is quite complex and as such must be understood from
first principles. This chapter has started at the beginning of the cycle of the star and
ended at the description of all the known pulsar types. The next chapter shall delve
into an introduction of plasma dynamics and the possible pulsar emission regions, a
study of the magnetosphere of the rotating neutron star.
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Chapter 2
Plasma Theory and Emission
Regions
2.1

Plasma

A plasma is an ionised gas, in which a certain proportion of electrons are free, as
opposed to being bound to a molecule. It is obtained by increasing the temperature
of a gas so that the energies which bind the electrons to the nucleus of an atom
are overcome by the thermal energy of the atom. The concept of a plasma, while
being quiet complex, can be explained in a trivial manner. The state of matter can
be directly explained by the energy of its particles. The more energy the particle
has the more it vibrates/moves, this can be thought of as its kinetic temperature
as shown in Figure 2.1. The final state of matter is the plasma state in which
the particles have so much energy that some percentage of the particles throw off
an electron, creating a “gas” of positive ions and negative electrons thus leaving a
neutral plasma. Although plasma reacts like a gas to some degree, in that it has the
freedom to travel like a gas where it can, it reacts to electric and magnetic fields due
to the separation of charged particles and through this they can be manipulated and
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contained.

Figure 2.1: The Four States of Matter. Image credit: Britannica (2014)
Plasma normally forms as neutral gas-like clouds, as seen in the case of stars. In
a similar fashion to a gas, plasma does not have a definite shape or definite volume
unless enclosed in a container. However unlike a gas, in the presence of a magnetic
field, a plasma may form structures such as filaments, beams and double layers.
High electrical conductivity and the ability to be manipulated with electro-magnetic
fields, are two notable characteristics of a plasma. Some of the main properties of a
plasma include the percentage of the population which is ionised, the temperatures
and densities of the electrons and ions.
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Some fundamental parameters characterising a plasma are:
1. The temperature of the plasma, T (eV).
2. The particle density, η (m−3 ).
3. The steady state magnetic field, B (Tesla).
4. The plasma parameter, Λ (Unit less).
5. The plasma frequency, ωp (Hertz).
6. The Debye length, λD (Meters).

The kinetic temperature of a plasma (T ) is measured in electron-volts (eV). If one
considers an ideal plasma; a quasi-neutral plasma, where ηs is the number density of
the species ηi ' ηe ≡ η. The electrons possess mass (me ) and charge (−e) while the
ions have a mass (mi ) and charge (+e). The particle speed (v) when encapsulated
within angular brackets, indicates that it is an ensemble average. Ts is the average
kinetic energy of particles of that species. From Equation 2.2 we can work out the
velocity or thermal speed of the particle, vts . It should be noted that the thermal
speed of the ion is usually significantly less than the electrons due to the difference in
mass between the particles. In the case of a pulsar, the temperature can be assumed
to be spatially uniform as a result of the thermal particle motion.
1
Ts ≡ ms hvs 2 i
3
r
vts ≡

2T
ms

(2.1)

(2.2)

In order to understand plasmas it is necessary to understand how and why it
behaves as it does, a good start point is to examine Debye shielding (Debye and
Hückel, 1923). Consider a neutral plasma, with a finite temperature consisting of a
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large number of electrons and ions uniformly distributed. In the plasma the electrons
are attracted to the ions and repel the other electrons, while the ions are attracted to
the electrons and repelled by ions. Within the plasma this can alter the potential in
the vicinity of a charged particle. The electric Coulomb potential field of a charged
particle at rest is given by:

φ=

q
.
4π0 r

(2.3)

This charge must be shielded in order for the plasma to appear electrically neutral
and can be shown through the Debye potential:

φ=

q
− r
e λD
4π0 r

(2.4)

where q is the charge of the particle (0 ) is the permittivity of free space, r is the
radius at which the potential is being measured and λD is the Debye length. The
exponential function cuts off the potential at distances where r > λD .
The Debye length, λD , is a very important and useful plasma parameter. It
is the distance over which a balance is obtained between the electrostatic potential
energy and the thermal particle energy. In essence, it is the measure of the sphere
of influence of a given test charge in a plasma. It is the distance at which the effect
of an individual charged particle is screened out by the surrounding plasma. The
Debye length, λD , is given as:

λD =

0 kB T
ns e2

 21
.

(2.5)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, 1.38x10−23 JK −1 , ns is the plasma density and
T is the kinetic temperature. The Debye length is independent of mass and therefore
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generally comparable for different species. In order for the plasma to be quasineutral,
the dimension of the system (L) being observed must be large compared to the Deybe
length, λD << L. In general the Deybe length depends on the speed of the test
charge with respect to the plasma.
The next important quantity that will be discussed here is the plasma parameter,
Λ, which indicates the number of plasma particles in a Debye sphere, and is defined
as,
Λ=

4π 3
nλD .
3

(2.6)

This quantity comes directly from the shielding effect which is in itself a result of
the collective behaviour inside a Debye sphere. This effect requires that the Debye
sphere contains enough particles. This is often called the plasma parameter (Λ) a
dimensionless parameter and can be interpreted as a measure of the degree to which
a plasmas collective effects dominate over single particle behaviour. The larger the
particle density (η) the smaller the Debye length (λD ) and therefore, due to the cubic
nature of Equation 2.6, the more dense the plasma, yielding a smaller Λ. If Λ is small,
meaning that the Debye sphere is sparsely populated, the kinetic energy will be
small compared to the interaction potential energy, which defines a strongly coupled
plasma. Strongly coupled plasmas tend to be cold and dense. Conversely, when
the plasma parameter is large, so that the Debye sphere is densely populated, one
obtains a weakly coupled plasma. With weakly coupled plasmas, strong electrostatic
interactions between individual particles are occasional and relatively rare. A typical
particle is influenced by all other particles within its Debye sphere, however, this
interaction rarely causes any sudden change in motion. An ideal gas corresponds to
zero potential energy between particles, if the plasma parameter is small then the
plasma can be considered an ideal gas of charged particles.
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The plasma frequency (ωp ) is the most fundamental time-scale in plasma physics.
The plasma frequency corresponds to the typical electrostatic frequency of a given
species in response to a small charge separation. When one speaks of the plasma
frequency, most commonly they mean the electron plasma frequency, ωpe . This can
be calculated using Equation 2.7; where ns is the plasma density of the species in
question, e is the electronic charge, ms is the mass of the species and 0 is the
permittivity of free space, 8.85 × 10−12 F m−1 :

ωp =

ns e 2
0 ms

2
(2.7)

In simpler terms if the quasineutrality of the plasma is disturbed by an external
force, the electrons due to their lower mass are more mobile and respond by being
accelerated in the attempt to restore a charge neutrality. This causes them to move
back and forth around the more massive ions resulting in a fast collective oscillations, known as plasma oscillation. In the case of electron-positron plasma, where
the masses are identical, these oscillations are less defined. If the plasma is not fully
ionised and collides too often with the neutrals, the electrons are forced into equilibrium with the neutral particles and no longer act as a plasma but more like a neutral
gas. In order for this to be avoided, the time between consecutive electron-neutral
collisions must be larger than reciprocal of the plasma frequency i.e. ωp τp >> 1.
It makes sense that in order to observe plasma oscillations in a system, it needs
to be observed over time periods of τ , longer than the plasma period τp ≡ 1/ωp .
This means that plasmas studied in time scales less than the plasma period will
not display plasma oscillations. In a similar fashion if the system being monitored
of length scale (L) is shorter than the distance vt τp travelled by a typical particle
during a plasma period, these plasma oscillations won’t be observed. The Debye
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length is the fundamental minimum length under which oscillations will be observed
and hence dictates the time scale over which changes occur.
Debye shielding is another fundamental attribute of plasma so that generally
plasmas do not contain strong electric fields in their rest frames. The shielding of
an external electric field from the interior can be viewed as a result of high plasma
conductivity. Picture an unperturbed spatially uniform plasma where there is a
potential φ = 0 everywhere because the ion and electrons distributions are uniform
and equal. Now, insert a single additional particle (s) with charge qs . The plasma
will now be perturbed, with the particles of opposite polarity being attracted and
the particles of the same polarity being repelled. The small displacement of the
particles leads to a slight potential in the plasma due to the superposition of the single
particles’ own potential and that of the particles that have moved in response to it’s
presence. This movement of the particles reduces the effect of the introduced particles
field. Essentially, the single particle shall attract a cloud of opposite charge and is
shielded from particles outside a specific distance, the Debye length see Equation
2.8:

φ(r) =

qT −r/λD
e
.
4π0 r

(2.8)

So when the radius (r) is much greater than the Debye length (λD ) the introduced
particle is completely shielded by its surrounding particles. This only makes sense if
Λ >> 1. This is also a condition which allows us to assume that the plasma is nearly
collisionless.
In a magnetised plasma an additional fundamental frequency exists, the cyclotron
frequency. The cyclotron frequency is given by:
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Figure 2.2: Helicoidal ion in orbit in a uniform magnetic field. Image credit: Baumjohann and Treumann (1997).

ωg =

qs B
ms

(2.9)

where qs is the charge of the species, B is the magnetic field strength and ms is the
mass of the species. The cyclotron frequency in physical terms counts the rotations
of a charge around the magnetic field lines in its gyromotion as shown in Figure 2.2.
One last plasma quantity is plasma beta (β). This is described as the local ratio
of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure or the thermal-to-magnetic energy
density:

β=

ns kB T
B 2 /2µ0

(2.10)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and µ0 is the permeability of free space, µ0 =
4π × 107 (N/A2 ).
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2.1.1

Pulsar Magnetosphere

Deutsch (1955) described the magnetic field around a rotating dipole in a vacuum.
Following Gold’s suggestion of pulsars being magnetised rotating neutron stars Gold
(1968), Goldreich and Julian (1969) (GJ) described the development of a plasma
around an aligned neutron star. GJ showed that electrostatic forces were sufficiently
large to rip electrons and positrons off the NS surface. These particles then formed
the pulsars co-rotating magnetosphere. With the assumption that the pulsar is
a highly conductive, rapidly rotating, highly magnetised neutron star there is an
~ due to its angular rotation (Ω)
~ satisfying Ohm’s law:
induced electric field (E)


~+1 Ω
~ × ~v × B
~ = 0.
E
c

(2.11)

If one ignores particle inertia and assumes that enough plasma is generated to
satisfy Ohm’s law in the magnetosphere, the charge density known as the GoldreichJulian density in the magnetosphere can be given as:

ρGJ =

~ ·B
~
1
1 ~ ~
Ω
∇E = −
.
~ r
4π
2πc 1 − | Ω×~
|

(2.12)

c

Within the light cylinder, the magnetic field lines that complete their circuit are
closed where as the field lines that don’t close before the light cylinder are called open
field lines as seen in Figure 1.3. The plasma that fills the magnetosphere can flow
along the open field lines out towards the light cylinder. The region on the neutron
star’s surface where the last open field line cuts the surface is called the polar cap
(Sturrock, 1971). The magnetic field surrounding the neutron star is thought to be
dipolar in nature. This can be used to make restrictions on the open field lines.
The dipolar magnetic field lines conform to the following relationship in spherical
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coordinates,
sin2 θ
=L.
r

(2.13)

where θ is the field line angle (r) the radius and L is the angular momentum. In the
case of the aligned rotator with a rotation frequency, Ω, an estimation of the opening
angle of the polar cap, θP c can be found:

θP c = sin

−1



RN s
RLc

 12
= sin

−1



ΩRN s
c

 12
(2.14)

where RN s and RLc are the radius of the neutron star and the light cylinder respectively. From the following the radius of the Polar Cap is given by:

RP c ≈

RN s
RP c




≈

ΩRN s 3
c

 12
.

(2.15)

It is generally agreed that most pulsars are rotation powered, that the rotating
magnetic field works as an inductor which exerts a large electro-motive force on the
spinning neutron star. This results in a large potential drop in the magnetosphere
that leads to the acceleration of charged particles to relativistic energies and then to
pulsar emission. The electrodynamics of the magnetosphere lead to a range of models
which are used to describe the observed pulsed emission. Attempts to interoperate
and model pulsar emission have focused on the most dominant models, the Polar
Cap, the Outer Gaps models and the emission from Striped Wind models.
Through shearing of the magnetic field lines a torque is produced and acts to
reduce the stars rotation velocity (Parker, 1963). Through further assumptions,
including the shearing angle and the point where this torque is produced, which are
highlighted in Sturrock (1971) an estimate can be made for the loss of rotational
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energy:

ST = ωΘ

(2.16)

where Θ is the torque which is found to be:
1
Θ = B 2 RN s 6 RL −3
2

(2.17)

where RL is the field line that extends as far as the light cylinder. The particle
energy loss rate can be given by:

ṄP c =

Ω2 RN s 2 BN s
πRP c 2 ρGJ
≈
e
2ec

(2.18)

where BN s is the surface magnetic field of the neutron star. In Ruderman and
Sutherland (1975) this breaking torque is said to reduce the stellar rotational energy
at a rate of:
eṄ BN s RN s 2 Ω
BN s 2 Ω4 RN s 6
dE
≈
≈
.
dt
c
c3

(2.19)

The potential difference between the centre and the edge of the polar cap is given
by Goldreich and Julian (1969):
Z
∆Φ =

3
2
~ ≈ Ω RN s BN s .
~ · ds
E
2c2

(2.20)

When applied to the Crab pulsar, the potential can be estimated to be as high as
≈ 2 × 1016 V .
Pulsar emission mechanisms are believed to operate within the open field lines a
region called the open volume. The location within the open volume is the principle
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difference between the different emission models of a given emission band.

2.2

Pulsar Emission Models

Pulsar emission models describe the pulsar magnetosphere regions where the charged
particles are accelerated, leading to the radiation of emission. They also differentiate the energetics of the region and potential acceleration mechanisms. The pulsar
emission models include; the Polar Cap, the Slot Gap, the Outer Gap, and the TwoPole Caustic models. The holy grail of pulsar physics is to solve and link all emission
mechanisms across all bandwidths. The current leading theories shall be summarised
below.

2.2.1

Polar Cap models

The Polar Cap model can be traced back to 1970, beginning with the work of Sturrock
(1971) and Pacini (1970) and further developed by Ruderman and Sutherland (1975).
The model is based on the theory that the pulsar is a highly magnetised, rapidly
rotating neutron star. This neutron star has radius of 104 m and a surface magnetic
field strength of the order of 1012 G. The Polar Cap model proposes that in the open
volume above the Polar Caps of the pulsar’s dipole magnetic field, there is a strong
magnetic field resulting in an acceleration and cascade region. Charged particles
are accelerated to relativistic energies due to the large residual electric field. The
resulting radiative emission would therefore occur low in the magnetospheric open
volume. The models are split through the classification of whether or not the charges
can flow freely away from the stellar surface.
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Rotation axis

Light cylinder

Dipolar magnetic field axis

Pulsar/Neutron star
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Polar cap
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Null charge surface
.B = 0

Two-pole caustic

Magnetospheric closed volume
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Magnetospheric open volume
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Figure 2.3: The Pulsar geometry, and for comparative purposes the geometry of
the high-energy emission gaps, showing clearly; the rotation axis Ω, the magnetic
field axis µ, the inclination angle between the rotation angle and the magnetic field
angle α, the angle between the magnetic field axis and the observer β, the angle the
observer views the pulsar relative to the rotation axis χ, and also the distance to the
light cylinder Rc . Image credit: (McDonald, 2007)
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Sturrock (1971) proposed a space charge limited flow model where electrons and
positive ions could stream from the neutron star surface at the Polar Caps.
Ruderman and Sutherland proposed a vacuum gap model, an alternative approach with the assumption that the positive ions do not reach the required temperature to break free from the neutron star surface.
In the space charge limited flow approach, Sturrock assumes that electric field
is substantially radial for distances (x) less than the radius of the polar cap above
the polar cap (x < RP C ) and is transverse to the magnetic field for (x > RP c ).
Sturrock proposed the free emission of both positive ions and electrons from the
neutron star surface with the assumption that the surface temperature is greater
than their respective thermal emission temperature. The temperature for electron
thermionic emission was derived by Usov and Melrose (1995):

5



Te ' 3.7 × 10 K

Z
26

 45 

BN s
1012 G

 25
(2.21)

and for ions it is:

5

Ti ' 3.5 × 10 K



BN s
1012 G

0.73
(2.22)

where Z is the atomic number of matter in the surface layer.
The surface temperature of many neutron stars have been measured and found
to be in the region of TN s > 0.5 − 3 × 106 K (Harding, 2007) above Te and Ti for the
normal range of BN s ≤ 1013 G. In this model the flow of particles from the surface is
limited only by space charge. Although the electric field component parallel to the
magnetic field is zero (E|| = 0 V ) the resultant flow of particles along the open field
lines is unable to provide the co-rotation charge to short out E|| along the magnetic
field lines due to the curvature of the magnetic field and due to general relativistic
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inertial frame dragging (Arons and Scharlemann, 1979; Muslimov and Tsygan, 1992).
This results in a region where E|| 6= 0 V , causing charged particle acceleration along
the open field lines.
Ruderman and Sutherland (1975) proposed a divergence in the Polar Cap model.
They assumed that the temperature of the neutron star surface is not hot enough to
permit an outflow of positive ions from the surface, TN s < Ti . This has been shown
to be true for some high field pulsars and Magnetars (Zhang and Harding, 2000).
This results in ions being trapped in the neutron star crust (Usov and Melrose, 1995),
and also in a reduction of the charge necessary for co-rotation to occur. A vacuum
gap is produced forming a region of maximum E|| at the surface and decreasing with
distance. This polar magnetospheric gap is formed up to a height of ≈ 102 m ≈
RP c above the polar cap. In this region the required charged particle acceleration
~ ·B
~ 6= 0 with a maximum potential drop, ∆Φ given by:
conditions exist, where E

∆Φ =

ΩBN s
c



h2

(2.23)

where h is the height above the polar cap. This gap would continue to grow until
the entire available potential drop develops along the field line traversing the gap.
However, before the gap can grow to this extent the region within the gap becomes
unstable due to pair production, from γ-ray absorption, and results in a breakdown
through discharges with a timescale in the order of µs. This occurs when the potential
drop across the gap reaches 1012 V . This process is called sparking, another name
for the pair production cascade which takes place within this high potential. The
electron-positron pairs are then accelerated to energies in the region of e∆V ≥ 1011 eV
where through curvature radiation (CR) they emit high energy γ-rays these in turn
are sufficiently energetic to produce more electron-positron pairs resulting in a pair
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avalanche/cascade. The magnetosphere is populated by the pair plasma created in
the polar gap providing the necessary GJ charge density and allowing positrons to
flow along the open field lines to the light cylinder while the electrons are accelerated
back towards the neutron star surface.
The Polar Cap model has been modified and improved over the last 40 years
and has become quite complex in nature. The model was originally developed to
describe the production of high energy emission from pulsars. They believed that the
acceleration of the primary particles would result in the emission of γ-rays, a process
which is heavily dependant on their Lorentz factor (γ). Emission can be produced
either as inverse-Compton radiation (IC) from the thermal X-rays originating from
the surface for γ ≈ 102 − 106 , (Daugherty and Harding, 1986) or as CR for γ ≥ 106
(Ruderman and Sutherland, 1975; Arons, 1983). If the γ-ray photon exceeds twice
the rest mass of an electron (Eγ ≥ 2me c2 ) then the photon can split in the presence
of a strong magnetic field (Erber, 1966):

γ + B → e− + e+ .

(2.24)

where B is the magnetic field. Pair production can also occur through another
process where two γ-rays annihilate in the pair production process:

γ + γ → e− + e+ .

(2.25)

The E|| is screened at a height where the particles radiate γ-rays that produce
sufficient electron-positron pairs in the strong magnetic field. This region limits
the accelerating potential and is called the pair formation front (PFF). For a more
thorough read on the acceleration zones above the polar caps and PFF please refer
to (Harding and Muslimov, 1998) and (Baring, 2004).
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The polar cap cascade radiation produces a hollow cone of emission around the
magnetic pole, with opening angle determined by the polar cap half-angle (θP c ) at
the radius of emission (Rem ) defined as follows,

θP c = sin

−1



Rem
RLc

 21
= sin

−1



ΩRem
c

 12
.

(2.26)

The polar cap opening angle is very small, unless the emission occurs more than a
few stellar radii above the surface (Dyks and Rudak, 2002). Daugherty and Harding
managed to reproduce the Vela pulsar spectrum and pulse profile by assuming an
extended acceleration out to 3 stellar radii and an artificial enhancement of primary
particle flux near the polar cap rim (Daugherty and Harding, 1996). The characteristics of emission from their type of Polar Cap model could reproduce some features
of γ-ray pulsars, including the wide double-peaked pulses observed and the phaserevolved spectra from the Crab, Vela, and Geminga pulsars.
The Polar Cap models have had some apparent success; Sturrock’s model was
able to explain the luminosity spectrum of CP1919 and the radio luminosity spectrum of the Crab pulsar. This was found to be highly dependant on the geometry
of the charge sheets flowing from the polar cap and it explained the apparent death
line of pulsars, for rotation periods longer than ≈ 1s pair production does not occur.
This was reconciled with the Crab pulsar’s optical and X-ray emission when considering the magnetic field strength and the rapid pulsar rotation period, allowing
pair production in the proton polar zone. It does not, however, explain the offset
between different emission bands peak arrival phases seen in PSR B1706-44, PSR
B1951+32 and in the Vela pulsar. The observation results don’t match up, as the
model’s emission profile appears to be inherently symmetric due to the observers
line-of-sight traversing the cone of emission.
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More importantly with the launch of Fermi in 2008, more detailed spectra cutoff
shapes were provided, including Vela (Abdo et al., 2009). It was found that Fermi
measurements were able to rule out the super-exponential cut off with a high significance of 16σ This indicates that the γ-rays are emitted far above the surface of the
neutron star, outside of the polar cap region, effectively ruling out the Polar Cap
model for γ-rays.
As with nearly all of the models here, when it appears the model is finished
another addition makes it possible once again. The pair-starved Polar Cap model
developed by Muslimov and Harding (2004) was used to describe the γ-ray emission of older pulsars including millisecond pulsars. These models are based on the
assumption that the production of secondary particles from pair creation is insufficient to screen E|| . This allows the acceleration of particles to continue to very
high altitudes, nearly reaching the light cylinder. The further developed model was
released in 2009 (Muslimov and Harding, 2009) and was subsequently tested on millisecond pulsar data from both Fermi and the large area telescope by Venter et al.
later that year against the Outer Gap models and Two-Pole Caustic models (Venter
et al., 2009). They found the results to be inconclusive as some of the tested pulsars
responded well with the Pair-Starved Polar Cap while the rest favoured the Outer
Gap and Two-Pole Caustic model. The Polar Cap is still the leading theory for radio
emission, however the processes involved are as of yet unknown. The next chapter
introduces the main observational results which hint that radio emission must occur
in the the Polar cap, from these results it is possible to further reduce the model of
emission.
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2.2.2

Slot Gap models

The Slot Gap model is an extension from the Polar Cap model, it was proposed
by Arons (1981) when he noticed that the possibility of a high altitude acceleration
region in young and/or fast pulsars. This development came from findings through
previous work involving Scharlemann et al. (1978); Arons and Scharlemann (1979),
that the pair formation front occur at higher altitude as the electric field vanishes
approaching the light cylinder. The pair formation front is curved upwards becoming
asymptotically tangent to the curved field lines. He proposed that if the electric field
is screened above the pair formation front, a slot would be formed between the
pair plasma and the closed regions within the magnetosphere. The gap provides a
potential which accelerates particles to several stellar radii before they initiate pair
cascades. This model has the advantage of providing a wider pulse profile than the
Polar Cap and therefore closer to the observational results. Muslimov and Harding
(2003) developed a higher altitude model, this development also included relativistic
frame dragging (Muslimov and Tsygan, 1992) which along with geometric screening
enabled particles to be accelerated on curved magnetic field lines both favourable
and unfavourable and also at all inclination angles, α. The approach also included
the addition of a second conducting boundary formed by the pair plasma column
very close to the light cylinder. This resulted in advanced screening of the electric
field within the Polar Cap. The Muslimov & Harding model became the modern
Slot Gap model and they found the results to be rather remarkable given that it had
only two major uncertainties. The approximate geometry associated with the slot
cap model can be seen in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: An illustration of the Slot Gap geometry for high-energy pulse emission.
Image credit: (McDonald, 2007)
A narrow emission beam originates from the field lines inside the Slot Gap while
a broader cascade radiation emission beam originates from the higher altitudes and
is shaped as a hollow cone centred on the magnetic axis, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Since the potential in the slot gap is unscreened, the particles are accelerated up
to higher energies facilitating creation of pair-plasma and pair cascades. This will
directly provide the range in high energy emission, from X-ray through to γ-ray,
while cyclotron resonant absorption of radio absorption and synchrotron emission
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will provide the optical counterpart.
Hirotani (2008) explored the particle accelerator electrodynamics in the magnetosphere of rotation powered pulsars. The paper addresses the importance of self
consistent treatment of pair production. This was done by solving acceleration electric field via the Poisson equation, the Boltzmann equations for the produced electrons and positrons, and the radiative transfer equation simultaneously. This was
tested on the Crab pulsar and found that the Slot Gap could produce at most 0.1%
of the observed γ-ray flux due to the limitations imposed by the pair-free condition
which is necessary in order to comply with the space-charge-limited flow assumption in the lower altitudes. Pierbattista et al. (2012) worked on constraining γ-ray
pulsar gap models. They agreed with Hirotani’s results that the luminosity was too
low, however they also stated that the wide beam of the Slot Gap could account for
the population density and that it was possible the luminosity could be increased
through offset Polar Caps (Harding and Muslimov, 2011a,b).

2.2.3

Two-Pole Caustic models

The Two-Pole Caustic model was developed as a purely geometric emission model
by Dyks and Rudak (2003). The main difference in this model was the gap region;
it was necessary that the gap region extended from the Polar Caps out to the light
cylinder as illustrated in Figure 2.3. It was assume that the gap is thin, confined
to the surface of the last open magnetic filed lines and that the photon emissivity
is uniform within the gap region. In essence, this is an extension of the Slot Gap
model whereby the particles are accelerated from the Polar Cap towards the light
cylinder facilitating the full spectrum of emission en-route. The main difference being
that the emission below the null charge surface is observed, allowing the observer
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to view caustic emission from both poles. The models light curves are dominated
by strong caustic peaks in the high energy emission scheme. This generic feature of
this model’s light curves are consistent with observed characteristics of pulsar light
curves. It displays two peaks that contain; well developed wings, a bridge emission
component, a non-vanishing off pulse emission, and the radio pulse occurs before
the leading high-energy peak. The model was tested on the Vela pulsar and also
discussed the optical polarization properties for the Crab pulsar. The paper also
discussed the effects of aberration, light travel delays and the geometry of the last
closed magnetic field lines, which are essential for forming the light curves of a caustic
nature. The off-pulse emission is the main advantage of this model over the Outer
Gap model which also displays the majority of the light curve features, though only
allows high energy emission from one pole. The polarization is stated as a testing
ground as the polarization drops to the minimum values at the phases of both peaks
in the Crab pulsar, which is justified in the Two-Pole Caustic model by virtue of the
caustic nature of the peaks (Dyks et al., 2004).
A paper in 2010 introduced a revised Two-Pole Caustic model to investigate the
properties of light curves in the GeV band (Fang and Zhang, 2010). In the model,
the gap which accelerates the particles is screened by the pair creation process along
the azimuthal direction. The last open field lines are normally used as a boundary
of the gap, however, it was found that the resulting high energy light-curves were
too high. Therefore they decided to ignore the field line outside rnul > 0.9RLc due to
the assumption the gap cannot be formed on these field lines. They noted that the
model had a discrepancy with the the Outer Gap model, this is due to insufficient
electric field strength near the inner boundary, which then leads to the violation of
the uniformity of the emissivity of the high energy photons from the stellar surface
to high altitude. It was deduced that the GeV light-curves were broadly reproduced
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and that the off-pulse regions emission level was greatly reduced when excluding the
emission from rnul > 0.9RLc . Overall the paper found that the observations were
more consistent with their pulsar test group.

2.2.4

Outer Gap models

The Outer Gap scenario was proposed in 1973 by Holloway (1973). He discussed the
~
formation of gap further out in the magnetosphere, where a region exists where Ω
~ meaning Ω
~ ·B
~ = 0, due to the Goldreich-Julian solution in
is perpendicular to B
Equation 1.17, ρGJ = 0. This region is called the null charge surface, it also facilitates
a region where there exists a change in the sign of the Goldreich-Julian charge density.
When a current passes through the null charge surface the charges are removed from
the region creating a vacuum region. This vacuum region/gap stretches from the null
charge surface out towards and as far as the light cylinder. Holloway expressed that
the particles that are flowing along the magnetic field lines cannot be replenished
from below, as charges cannot be transported across the null charge surface, resulting
in the vacuum gap. If left unchecked all the plasma particles beyond the null charge
surface would flow out through the light cylinder resulting in a large potential drop
~ creating an open circuit with no flow of current. Thus the gap continues
along B
to grow and in response so does the electric field and magnetic field. The charge
deficit grows and so does the potential drop across the gap, giving the necessary
accelerating potential needed to accelerate the charged particles towards curvature
emission energies. When the vacuum region grows, so too does the characteristic
energy of the curvature photons, eventually this reaches the point where the energy
is high enough to create electron-positron pairs through interactions with X-rays.
These electron-positron pairs are then accelerated and produce γ-rays which are
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further accelerated to produce more pairs. These function to replenish the original
charge deficit from particle outflow, thus resulting in the end of further growth of
the gap. Due to the tangential nature of the emission of the γ-rays, the emission is
observed as twin pulse fan-beams which radiate in directions both towards and away
from the neutron star due to the opposite acceleration of electrons and positrons.

2.2.5

Pulsar striped wind models

The striped wind model is among the latest and oldest theories of high energy pulsed
emission, it was proposed by Kirk et al. (2002). However, the existence of the pulsar
wind has been known for much longer. The roots of the pulsar wind can be traced
back as far as 1957 when Paddington suggested that the relativistic particles and
the magnetic fields in the crab nebula originate from a central object (Piddington,
1957). After the discovery of neutron stars, Pacini proposed that this phenomena
was powered by the rotational energy of a neutron star (Pacini, 1967). In two papers
by Ostriker & Gunn in 1969, there was the first mention of a “wave zone” (where
r > c/Ω). The first paper discusses the acceleration of high-energy cosmic rays by
pulsars, while the second paper is a study of the nature of pulsar theory (Gunn and
Ostriker, 1969; Ostriker and Gunn, 1969). Michel was involved in the development of
understanding the solar wind and applied this knowledge to the pulsar wave zone. In
1971 in a paper titled “Coherent neutral sheet radiation from pulsars”, he proposed,
as shown in Figure 2.5, that the flow in the wave zone should evolve into a region
of cold plasma in which the plasma is magnetically dominated and separated by hot
current sheets, a striped wind (Michel, 1971). The emission geometry can be seen in
Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.5: The striped wind. The top panel shows the current sheet in the poloidal
plane where the Red and Blue waves correspond to alternating charges. The lower
panel shows the same in the equatorial plane. The surface corresponds to the current
sheet in the oblique slit-monopole solution (Bogovalov, 1999). Image credit: Petri
(2010)
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Figure 2.6: The striped wind emission from spherically symmetric shells expanding
with Lorentz factor Γ and emitting within a cone of opening angle 2/Γ when crossing
the surface R0 where emission occurs. Image Credit: (Kirk et al., 2009)
Rees & Gunn proposed that the pulsars spin-down luminosity is transported by
both relativistic winds and electromagnetic waves, leading the first notion of pulsar
winds (Rees and Gunn, 1974). Their model assumed that the ratio of the Poynting
flux to the particle kinetic energy flux (σ) in the relativistic wind had to be small
compared to unity. X-ray images of the Crab nebula suggest that most of the energy
is transported in the equatorial belt of the pulsar wind (Aschenbach and Brinkmann,
1975) which matches the split monopole solution (Michel, 1973). Kennel and Coroniti
developed this theory further by assuming that the entire spin-down luminosity is
carried by the magnetohydrodynamic wind (MHD) with a electron-positron plasma
(Kennel and Coroniti, 1984).
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2.2.6

Combined Models

Although none of the models can describe the full range of emission from pulsars,
they do describe specific energy bands accurately. These models have been pit against
each other for years trying to find the most likely candidate. In 2010 a paper by
Romani and Watters (2010) constrained the pulsar magnetosphere geometry with
γ-ray light curves. Using data from Fermi (Abdo et al., 2010) they tested 3 models
for the magnetospheric structure and two schemes for the location of emission, the
Outer Gap and the Two-Pole Caustic method. They found the results of the Outer
Gap model to be most consistent with the observations and also hint that the model
could be used to further test perturbations to the simple field geometry. The model’s
are constantly being tested but thus far no one has being chosen, some examples of
the comparisons are (Chiang and Romani, 1992); (Romani and Yadigaroglu, 1995);
(Harding, 2007); (Romani and Watters, 2010); (Pierbattista et al., 2012).
A combination of some of these models have been proposed to fulfil the full spectrum. Pétri proposed a combination of the Polar Cap and the Striped Wind models.
The combination of the time-dependant emissivity in the wind, with the simple Polar Cap emission model along and around the magnetic axis was used to compute
the radio and γ-ray light curves. The model proposed performed satisfactorily at
explaining the observed radio/γ correlation (Pétri, 2011). In a paper by Yuki and
Shibata (2012), he suggests that in order to explain the pulsed emission across the
spectrum from radio to γ, that the Polar Cap models, the Slot Gap models, and the
Outer Gap models should be combined. He shows that this is possible through a
particle simulation with pair creation that the polar cap, the pair-screen polar cap,
the slot gap and the the outer gap can coexist together. This is due to a new region
the simulation found to exist between the Polar Cap and Slot Gap models, and the
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Outer Gap models, the location of which can be seen in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: A plot of the magnetospheric from the meridian plane by a model produced by Yuri et al. showing the position of the current neutral zone and the position
of the high energy emission regions. Image credit: (Yuki and Shibata, 2012)
With the scientific advancement of our technology and the techniques used to
model and study this phenomena, we are constantly getting closer to a solution.
However, as of now there is no clear indication that any of these models, separately
or joined, are responsible for the pulsar emission spectrum.
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Chapter 3
Pulsar Radio Emission
3.1

History of Radio Emission

Pulsars were first discovered through radio observations. At the time it was uncertain if they were rotating pulsars or “blinking” pulsars and the whether these were
white dwarfs or if they were neutron stars (Hewish et al., 1968). There were also theories based on compact double systems such as binary stars (Ostriker, 1968). These
theories were quickly discarded due the unclear origin of possible radio emission, the
fact that in the system gravitational waves would rapidly radiate away the energy
and also they were shown to be unstable (Pacini and Salpeter, 1968). It wasn’t long
after the discovery that the pulsar community came to the conclusion that it was
in fact a rotating neutron star that was causing this phenomena, due to the rapid
rotation required, discarding the White Dwarf hypothesis. This was due to the periods of the Crab and Vela pulsars, which were shown to be such that they can only
be associated with a neutron star rotation period as their rotation period is only
stable at densities significantly greater than the mass of a white dwarf. By 1975,
the main characteristics of the processes involved in the pulsar magnetosphere were
determined (Goldreich and Julian, 1969; Sturrock, 1971; Ruderman and Sutherland,
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1975). It was agreed that the emission was facilitated by the flow of plasma out
towards the light cylinder (Ruderman and Sutherland, 1975; Tademaru, 1971).
From the moment of discovery, the pulsar community rapidly started collecting
data to determine the specifics of the pulsar emission. Through these observations
pulsar theory started to become clear. Pulsars have an observed radio flux density
that generally lies within the range of 10−3 to a few Jansky. This is relatively
weak when it is compared to other radio sources in astrophysics that can reach
up to 4,000,000 Jansky. This, however, is misleading as the typical duration of
the pulse is in the region of 10−3 s and the linear dimension of the source being
measuring in at 3 × 105 m. The Crab pulsar has an effective brightness temperature
of a source with an emission region in the range of 104 m, estimated to be Tef f ≈
3 × 1027 K. Compared to the effective temperature of the Sun, Tef f ≈ 5778 K,
the magnitude of the source becomes appreciable. At the time, the emission was
assumed to be incoherent, meaning that the particles radiate independently of each
other. The effective temperature proved otherwise. The energy required for the
radiating particles to be incoherent is E >2 × 1018 M eV . The models predicted that
the maximum energy attainable in the polar cap were up to E ≈ 106 − 108 M eV .
Therefore a coherent emission mechanism is required to produce the radio emission
observed. This was assumed to be quasi-isotropic, taking the lighthouse model to be
the most plausible approach (Ginzburg et al., 1969; Ginzburg and Zaitsev, 1969). At
first there were two classes of beam theories which defined the emission mechanisms
category. These classes were defined by the processes involved in creating the beam
signature, the first which results from relativistic co-rotation velocities and the second
which is intrinsic to the source, meaning that the emission is beamed even in the
co-rotating frame. There was a lot of discussion providing merit for both classes,
however Manchester et al. (1973) showed that beaming was only possible through
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the class which is intrinsic to the source. This was deduced due to inconsistencies in
relation to pulse widths and implied energy densities from radio emission near the
light cylinder.
Pulsar study have continued for over 40 years, trying to determine the emission
mechanism and although there are great leaps in the field in other energetics, radio
emission has left the field scratching its head. This chapter will go through data and
theories which have narrowed the field of view on emission mechanisms. It will also
talk about that most up to date theories of emission and aim to give the reader an
insight into the dynamic field of radio emission.

3.2

Properties of Radio Emission

In order to fully comprehend the enigma that is pulsar radio emission, it is important
that main characteristics of the observed radio pulses are explained. It is accepted
that the pulsar is a rotating neutron star and radio pulses are formed by the rotation
of the radio beam sweeping the observers line of sight. The radio beam is thought to
be connected to the surface of the pulsar, in that it shares the rotation of the star.
To deduce further information and start to uncover what produces this emission, the
combination of single and integrated pulse profiles and their properties are studied.
As has been mentioned previously, pulsars can have periods from the ms range up
to a few seconds. When studying pulsars pulse profile, it can be seen that individual
pulses are uncorrelated. However, it is common practice to integrate individual
pulses to provide a stable mean-intensity pulse profile as shown in Figure 3.1. The
mean intensity profile has been shown to be stable over a period of 10 years, this
requires that the radiation must be produced where the magnetic field is energetically
dominant over the radiating plasma. Most pulsar radio emission is emitted in the
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range of 100 − 600 MHz frequency range and generally follow a power law. It was
shown that some pulsars have a break point around 1 GHz, while others show a
low-frequency turnover at or below a few hundred MHz, which is intrinsic to the
source (Cordes, 1979). The cut off at 1 GHz indicates that the coherence length
is on the order of tens of centimetres. The observed spectra reflect the frequency
dependence of the coherence mechanism rather than indicating the spectrum of a
single radiating particle. Emission was thought to be produced through either an
Antenna or Maser mechanism. The Antenna mechanisms radiate coherently due
to the distribution function, which has a spatial scale less than a wavelength. The
Maser mechanism requires a favourable distribution of particles in momentum space
rather than in physical space. This mechanism has the basic requirement that there
must exist a population inversion which would be supplied by streaming plasma.
The pulse itself can range from pulsars with simple smooth curve profiles up to
pulsars with complex 5 peak profiles. It was believed that the emission was provided
by a hollow cone emission. This, however, could not account for the triple peak
systems. It was suggested that pulsars with large magnetic fields and pulsar age
was involved in more complex multi-lobe profiles (Taylor and Huguenin, 1971). Two
kinds of beaming models were invoked to explain beamed emission. The light cylinder
model, whereby particles co-rotate at or near the light cylinder and as a result have
1

their emission compressed into a beam of width θ ≈ γr −1 = [1 − (r/rLC )2 ] 2 directed
in the the rotational azimuthal direction (Gold, 1968). The second is the Polar
cap. Polar cap models consider plasma which is injected at the polar cap region.
The emission is beamed tangentially along the open magnetic field lines the flow out
towards the light cylinder. Goldreich and Julian predicted that the current must flow
along these field lines out towards the light cylinder (Goldreich and Julian, 1969).
It was also predicted the the current is dominated by the pair production process
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Figure 3.1: A sequence of 100 pulses from PSR113+16 recorded at 600 MHz. An
average of 500 pulses shown at the top. (Cordes, 1979)
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that occurs due to the large magnetic fields (Sturrock, 1971). Therefore the Polar
cap models arise naturally due to the work done on the magnetosphere. The polar
cap is the model which will be followed in this thesis. It has been argued that the
Polar cap is disproven, however that is only in the high energy regime. The Polar
cap remains the main contender for a solution to the radio emission conundrum.
It was noticed that, although there was no relationship between pulse width and
period, there was a correlation between the separation of peaks and frequency (Craft
and Comella, 1968). The observations fit neatly to a power law so that the separation varies as a power proportional to frequency. This led to the idea of radius-tofrequency mapping (RFM) where the emission altitude can be constrained through
the assumption that the high radio frequencies originate closer to the star than low
radio frequencies (Komesaroff et al., 1970; Cordes, 1978). This method has been
used to produce an estimate of 10% of the distance to the Light Cylinder for radio
emission (Phillips, 1992). This became a standard tool for estimation of emission
height, however, Krishnamohan and Downs (1983) called RFM into question; they
showed that single pulse properties of the Vela pulsar could be explained by emission
components at a particular frequency originated from different heights in the magnetosphere. Furthermore Mitra and Rankin (2002) showed that inner cones originate
from lower in the magnetosphere than outer cones. This has given a clear indication
that same frequency emission is not limited to a uniform height. However, using in
a paper by Perera et al. (2012) the radio emission height of PSR J0737-3039B was
estimated to ≈ 20Rns . This was accomplished through the use of a pulsars binary
system’s geometry. The data has shown that the RFM model works well with a multitude of pulsars but however may be an incomplete solution. The radiation process
may involve a plasma resonance with a frequency depending on the local magnetic
field (Smith, 1977).
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Figure 3.2: The Crab pulsar pulse profile showing; radio at 1380M hz (r), a Giant
radio pulse (GRP) at 1357.5M hz and the optical light curve (o). This plot highlights
various pulse parameters including the MP, the IP, the bridge component, and the
phase of the precursor. (Shearer et al., 2003)
The interpulse (IP) is another feature among some pulsars which can be used to
further reduce the emission problem. It was originally believed to be the second pole
sweeping across our line of sight. Where the pulse profile consisted of a main pulse
(MP) an interpulse (IP) and a bridge connecting the two. This can be seen clearly
in Figure 3.2. The bridge was one of the main issues as it was hard to resolve how
the two poles were connected by a lower intensity radiating region. It was expected
that the two poles would have a zone of zero emission between them unless the beam
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was elliptical. This hypothesis of two-pole emission was called into question in 1977,
when a number of observational results from optical observations appeared to conflict
with its usual interpretation (Manchester and Lyne, 1977). It was shown that unlike
the crab pulsar, in which the basic pulse profile is the same in all frequencies, the
Vela pulsar’s profile varied in radio, optical and γ-ray bands. While the radio profile
had a single pulse the optical and γ had two-pulse components which varied in peak
to peak spacing. It was projected that 5% of all pulsars should contain an IP if there
was a random distribution of the angle between the magnetic axis and the rotation
axis, α. The real value was found to be much lower, at around 2%, and interestingly
appeared to have a higher occurrence in pulsars with shorter periods. This discovery
sparked the idea that α evolved from orthogonal rotators to aligned rotators as the
pulsars ages over ≈ 7 × 107 years (Weltevrede and Johnston, 2008). An interesting
take on the IP is that it is the effect of magnetised induced Compton scattering
which can explain the bridge phenomena (Petrova, 2008b). The same author has
also published a paper in relation to the precursor, in this paper it is stated as based
on induced scattering of the main pulse radiation in to the background. In the same
paper it states that the precursor can intermittently reverse its direction to form
the IP (Petrova, 2008a). The precursor is classified as a highly polarised peak that
occurs before the main pulse and can be seen clearly in Figure 3.3.
Polarisation is tool which can be used to gain a better understanding of the
emission region. In 1969, Radhakrishnan and Cooke realised that the position angle
of linearly polarised emission from a misaligned rotating magnetic dipole would follow
a well defined S-shaped curve, as shown in Figure 3.4. This became known as the
Rotating Vector Model (RVM) (Radhakrishnan and Cooke, 1969). The exact shape
of the predicted S-shaped curve depends on the impact parameter (β) between the
dipole axis and our line of sight and also on the inclination angle (α) of the magnetic
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Figure 3.3: The Crab pulsar pulse profile showing; a zoomed in look at the main pulse
in radio. The profiles were obtained at radio frequencies of 1400 and 610 MHz, shown
as a solid line and dashed line respectively. Points indicate the optical polarisation
measurements while the dotted line shows the optical intensity profile. (Slowikowska
et al., 2009)
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axis relative to the spin axis, as shown in Figure 3.5. The position angle (ψ) can
then be written as a function of pulse phase (φ):

tan(ψ(φ) − ψ0 ) =

sinαsin(φ − φ0 )
,
cosαsin(ζ) − sinαcos(ζ)cos(φ − φ0 )

(3.1)

where ζ = α + β, φ0 is a constant offset and ψ0 is the phase of the steepest positionangle swing (Stairs, 2001).
As with all pulsar models, they are constantly being critiqued, modified and
updated. Craig and Romani (2012) published an improved approximation. When
augmented by the measurement of the sweep phase shift, it’s possible to obtain an
estimate of the emission altitude (Blaskiewicz et al., 1991). It was noticed that
different characteristics of the position angle swing were associated with the types
of emission, “core” and “conal” emission. Core emission is thought to originate in a
single patch centred on the dipole axis. It is associated with weak linear polarisation
and the position angle swing can be steep or else irregular. Core circular polarisation
is usually strong and may change sign at the midpoint. The emission usually has
a steep spectral index especially for short-period pulsars. Conal emission on the
other-hand is associated with strong linear polarisation and a position angle swing
that follows the RVM. The circular polarisation power is quiet small and the spectral
index is comparatively shallow. Conal radiation is produced in a hollow ring centred
on the dipole axis, this typically yields a double-peaked profile. These two types of
emission can be seen in Figure 3.6 along with their signature polarisation profile.
Integrated stable pulse profiles contain data which have led to predictions including pulsar spin down, however, many believe it is single pulse profiles which
shall inevitably unravel its true nature. Single pulses are stochastic and have several
constituents including subpulses. The advent of high-time resolution astrophysics,
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Figure 3.4: Polarisation diagram showing the S-shaped curve resulting from the
Rotating Vector model. (Radhakrishnan and Cooke, 1969)
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Figure 3.5: Geometry of the polar cap model showing the beam orientation in terms
of angles ζ, α, β, φ, and ψ. (Johnston and Karastergiou, 2011)
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Figure 3.6: Examples of Core and Conal emission. Left panel: Conal emission from
PSR B0525+21 observed at 1410 MHz at Effelsberg (data from von Hoensbroech
& Xilouris 1997). Right panel: Core emission from PSR B2002+31, observed t 610
MHz at Jodrell bank (data from Gould & Lyne 1998). (Stairs, 2001)
HTRA, has revealed that single pulses contain micro and even nano scale structures.
These impose limits on the emission mechanism, as in order to produce nanopulses
they need a mechanism that can operate at this speed. The only mechanism that can
account for this directly is plasma instability, possibly through saturation by soliton wave packet collapse (Hankins et al., 2009), this is covered in more detail later.
Single pulses vary on pulse-to-pulse time scales via a variety of ways. Nulling is one
of these and is characterised by the pulse energy dropping to zero for one to many
pulse periods and then suddenly returns to its normal state (Backer, 1970b). This
phenomena is active in approximately a third of pulsars. There is no known attribute
that can accurately predict that a given pulsar will enter a null mode. Nulling is
linked to pulsar age (Ritchings, 1976), but has been shown to correlate better with
the pulsar period (Biggs, 1992). It was shown by (Kramer et al., 2006) that during
a pulsar null the spin-down rate is reduced by a third. This demonstrates that the
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magnetosphere current is responsible for pulsar emission and are also responsible for
pulsar braking. Through the change in the rate of pulsar spin-down, it is possible to
equate the current density, which was found to be remarkably close to the predicted
Goldreich-Julian charge density.
Another abrupt variation in the pulse profile is mode changing. This is where
the average pulse envelope suddenly changes shape at irregular intervals between
two profiles. It was first discovered by Backer (1970a) and effects the majority of
the pulse properties, indicating that there is a fundamental change in the emission
process (Taylor et al., 1975). Nulling and mode change are broad band and may be
different manifestations of the same phenomenon. A picture is starting to appear
whereby the pulsar rotation and age to a lesser extent seem to affect the pulse profile.
Analogous to nuclear fission where there is a range of energies, between the energy
required for fission and scatter, when the two are chaotically entwined. This appears
to be the case in pulsars where the combination of spin period, age, and magnetic
field strength define the change between radio emission and the death-line.
The pulse profile has no known relationship from pulse to pulse, however some
pulses show drifting subpulses. Drifting involves subpulses arriving at successively
earlier or later times. The first drift was first noticed by (Drake and Craft, 1968)
this gave rise to the idea of a modulation of the overall intensity and the so called
“second periodicity”. However, in 1970 Cole found that the drift rate is not constant
and that it varies both smoothly and discontinuously over some tens of pulse periods
(Cole, 1970). Drifting subpulses are parametrised by two periods, P2 and P3 , which
are shown in Figure 3.7. These are the spacing of the drifting subpulse bands within
a pulse and in pulse number respectively. The feature is again associated with age,
such that, older pulsars are more likely to drift and appears to display more coherence
with age (Weltevrede et al., 2006). It was predicted by Cordes that drifting subpulses
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had the potential of revealing the real pulsar theory. It has been determined that
it must be a intrinsic property of the radio emission mechanism (Weltevrede et al.,
2006). Polar cap models associated with the classical vacuum gap, provide the most
popular theory. In this theory sub-beams associated with sparks, providing subpulse
emission, circulate around the magnetic axis due to E × B drift of spark filament
plasma, (Ruderman and Sutherland, 1975; Gil et al., 2006). However, it cannot
further reduce the options of emission processes directly.
Through the study of both integrated and individual pulse profiles, models were
proposed to categorise the beam properties used to explain the observed emission
profile. Lyne and Manchester (1988) suggested that the location of components
are essentially random within a window function which defines the overall pulse
shape. They indicated that due to the polarisation variations within the integrated
profile for double pulsars, that the window function was defined by the same agency
as the polarisation, the dipole part of the magnetic field. They believed that the
distribution within the beam boundary was essentially random, this became known
as the partial cone model. An update of the model in 1995, with the addition of a
larger pulsar catalogue, was used to suggest that this model is still a strong contender.
However, Mitra and Rankin (2011) challenged the partial cone model stating that it
cannot account for a large collection of pulse properties. The core and conal model
was refined in a series of papers released by Mitra and Ranking spanning 23 years
Rankin (1983). They have tried to provide an empirical model of pulsar emission.
The model they proposed to explain the emission characteristics is based on core and
cone emission, (Rankin, 1993, 1990a). In contrast to Lyne and Manchester (1988),
this model relies on set core emission, arising from near the magnetic pole of the star,
and cone emission which appears in concentric rings around the pole. This theory
can naturally explain the symmetric pulse profiles along with profiles with an odd
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Figure 3.7: Typical drifting subpulses. P1 is the fundamental period of the pulsar, P2
is the period in which the pattern will start to repeat itself and P3 is the separation
between typical subpulses. (Smith, 1977)
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number of components. An interesting addition to the field was the paper by Gil
and Sendyk (2000) which followed on from Ruderman and Sutherland (1975) polar
cap model. It proposed that sparks do not form in random positions but that they
have determined preferred regions. The paper breaks away from the original hollow
~ ×B
~ drift. This model can easily account for subpulse
cone model and includes E
~ ×B
~ drift, while one spark maintains a fixed location
drift through circumferential E
leading to both core and cone emission. The emission height is linked to the order of
h, the height of the vacuum gap. In another paper by Gupta and Gangadhara (2003),
in which they analysed the emission geometry of a handful of multi-component radio
pulsars at meter wavelengths, they found that their results contrasted with the Lyne
and Manchester (1988) model but agreed both core and cone emission and also the
spark model.
The final consideration when trying to piece together the radio emission properties include giant radio pulses (GRPs), millisecond pulsars (MSP), Old pulsars,
and magnetars. The reason for these being separated from the rest of the emission
characteristics is that they have properties that suggest they may be from a different
mechanism and they can also be used to create a global pulsar emission method.
Giant radio pulses were first detected shortly after the discovery of the Crab pulsar
(Heiles and Campbell, 1970; Staelin, 1970). GRPs can be as strong as 2000 times
the average pulse amplitude and are found in both the MP and IP. While most individual pulses are too weak, single giant radio pulses greatly exceed the noise. This
has allowed the study of individual pulses and more detailed analyses of the emission
regime. The lack of radio lag between the GRP and the weaker pulses pointed at
a similar emission region in the range of ≈ 4 km. However it was believed that
there were two distinct emission mechanisms involved. There were early attempts
to record increases in pulsed emission in the Gamma-ray spectrum (Lundgren et al.,
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1995), however, these found no correlate with the single giant radio pulse. This was
further strengthened with the joint collaboration between the Green Bank radio telescope and the VERITAS gamma-ray telescope (Aliu et al., 2012). This can be used
to interpret the process involved in the GRP. The lack of correlation points to the increase in radio coherence rather than increased pair-production efficiency. However,
there was a significant optical increase detected in the optical counterpart by Shearer
et al. (2003). It was found that there was a significant 3% increase in optical pulse
brightness coincident with GRPs in comparison to normal radio pulses. Changes
of a few percent in the pair creation production could explain the increase while
also keeping it below the threshold for γ-ray detection. Although the mechanism
remained a mystery, it was deduced that these changes must occur in less than 10µs
to explain the observed optical enhancement while maintain the upper limit in the
γ-ray region. Petrova (2009) believed that the enhancement was due to radio photon
reprocessing, however, Slowikowska et al. (2009) showed a correlation between optical
polarisation and the arrival phase of the radio precursor. This link further strengths
the idea of a direct link between radio and optical emission. (Strader et al., 2013)
confirmed the optical enhancement with GRPs and they link the theory of Harding
et al. (2008), that optical and X-ray emission are a result of incoherent synchrotron
radiation, with Shklovsky (1970) who proposed that radio photons catalyse optical
emission from pulsars. This theory indicated that the radio should arrive with the
resulting optical enhancement. This is observed for most enhanced optical pulses but
often the radio counterpart lags (Collins et al., 2012). This delay can be explained
through magnetospheric refraction due to an increase the plasma density (Barnard
and Arons, 1986). X-ray enhancement is unconfirmed to date (Bilous et al., 2012),
however, Mikami et al. (2013) suggest that there is a possible correlation. Also Miller
et al. (2013) has shown a correlation between normal radio pulses and X-ray photons
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on a time scale less that 10 rotations. A confirmation in enhanced X-ray emission
during a GRP could solidify the theory of an increased plasma density in the pulsar
magnetosphere being involved in the GRP.
Magnetars have a very small sample size of twenty confirmed and radio loud magnetars are smaller again with only 3 confirmed radio pulsating magnetars (Shannon
and Johnston, 2013). All 3 share the same radio emission properties in which they
show complex pulse morphology, a very high degree of polarisation and a flatter spectral index. The reasons for this is unknown, though the magnetic field is deduced to
be almost aligned with the rotation axis. The link between magnetars and normal
radio pulsars is yet to be published.
Millisecond pulsars (MSPs) were discovered in 1982 by Backer et al. through
extensive and detailed observations which show remarkable agreement between MSP
and normal radio pulsars. This implies that they share the same emission process
(Kramer et al., 1998; Abdo et al., 2009). MSPs have much more compact magnetospheres and also have a greatly reduced magnetic field strength due to the process
of accretion. This reduces the probability of direct involvement of magnetic field
strength to radio pulse formation. Radio emission mechanisms depend on the processes in the relativistic current structure in the rotating frame and not on the speed
of rotation itself, however, Backer (1995) believed that the rotation and oblique orientation of the dipole filed is responsible for the induced electromotive force (emf )
that drives the strong polar current. This can also be extended to explain the lack of
radio pulsars after the characteristics pulsar age, spin period, magnetic field strength
and alignment between the magnetic and rotation axis. Kramer (2002) stated that
although the magnetic field strength close to the surface of the MSP is 3-4 orders of
magnitude weaker than in a normal radio pulsar, charges in the region experience
accelerating potential similar to that of the normal radio pulsars. It was also shown
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that MSPs are more likely to produce interpulse, pre, and post cursor emission with
30% of all known MSPs showing some of these features. This is interesting as the
2% of normal radio pulsars that do show these feature are linked through slow rotation periods. The similarities are striking between MSPs and normal radio pulsars,
however the differences could help pin down the emission mechanism which appears
to be common to both.

3.3

Current theories of Radio Emission

The above characteristics have been used to focus in on which emission mechanism
is most likely to produce radio emission. A summary of main points are listed below
and must be taken into consideration with any successful model:
• Coherence: High brightness temperature: due to high brightness temperatures the emission mechanism must be coherent.
• Micro and nano-pulses: due to advent of high time resolution astrophysics
(HTRA) it has been shown that radio pulses often contain micro to nano scale
pulses.
• GRPs: due to the extreme nature of GRPs, their individual and repetition,
these are believed to be produced through the same mechanism as normal radio
pulses.
• Frequency to radius mapping: the widening of peaks in integrated radio
emission with increased frequency.
• Magnetic field strength: due to MSPs producing the same characteristics
as normal radio pulsars, magnetic field strength must not be a direct factor.
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• Magnetic alignment and period: pulsar age has a relationship to both
magnetic alignment and period. Along with magnetic filed strength these must
combine in some format to facilitate emission, possibly through emf.
• Plasma density: It has been shown that plasma density is an important
factor in explaining emission models and small changes in density can have
large effects on pulse profiles.
• Polarisation: young fast pulsars are often highly polarised while old slower
pulsars have more complicated polarisation components often including some
circular polarisation.
• Beam model: beaming must be intrinsic to the source.
• Core and cone emission: The structure of pulses from different pulsars vary
across the spectrum of pulsars. Some have single peak while others have two
or more peaks.
Having discussed the basic characteristics surrounding radio emission, it is possible to isolate and select the relevant proposed coherent mechanisms. These have
reduced into 3 main mechanisms detailed below.

3.3.1

The Antenna Mechanism

This is commonly thought of as curvature emission through bunches. Curvature
emission may be described in terms of relativistic particles moving around the arc
of a circle, chosen such that the actual acceleration corresponds to the centripetal
acceleration. The coherence is attributed to the particles radiating in phase with each
other. This model was favoured in some of the earlier theories (Gunn and Ostriker,
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1971; Sturrock, 1971; Cheng and Ruderman, 1977; Cheng et al., 1986). Melrose
(1992) believed that this mechanism was unacceptable, he stated that the pump
used to drive the mechanism could not sustain the reaction. Melrose also stated
that the formation of such an exotic bunch was unlikely and there was no effective
mechanism. In addition to the change in angle between the normal to a bunch
~ due to the curvature of the field the bunch would stop radiating coherently.
and B
Melrose (1995) does state, however, that the model of Michel (1992) is the most
likely approach in which the pair cascade occurs inwardly due to the electrostatic
force from the neutron star charging up. This idea followed on to a new model
developed by Gil et al. (1997), this model was based previous work of Ruderman
and Sutherland (1975). They assumed that a non-stationary polar gap break down
via a number of localised spark discharges feeding corresponding subpulse associated
plasma columns in the pulsar magnetosphere. Central sparks operate at the local
pole of the surface magnetic field while other sparks form a circumferential motion
~ ×B
~ drift. This is a self consistent model of pulsar radiation which
around it due to E
can explain all aspects of radio emission. The coherent curvature radio emission is
caused by solitons and is a consequence of the existence of a non-stationary polar
gap break down via exponentially developing sparks. This theory continued to be
developed by Gil and Sendyk (2000) and Melikidze et al. (2000) where they continued
to test the model and demonstrated the effective collaboration between rotation
~ ×B
~ drift and subpulse drifting. With the addition of assuming a pair
sparks due to E
starved polar cap Gil et al. (2007b) showed the adapted model could provide a simple
relationship between the drift rate of subpulses observed in the radio and X-ray
band and also the thermal X-ray luminosity from the polar caps. This connection,
between the model and X-ray luminosity, was provided through back-flow particle
bombardment. To date this is the only model that can predict all of the above
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characteristics of pulsed radio emission. In an attempt to analytically look at the
collection of observational data Mitra (2012) discussed that wealth of observational
evidence that suggests that radio emission is excited by coherent curvature radiation.
The same paper highlighted issues of the model such as the inability to explain high
degrees of circular polarisation in some pulsars. This model seems to be a hot topic
at the moment with another paper by Geppert et al. (2013) published detailing
the processes that could be involved to induce magnetic hot spots, the Hall drift.
Currently this model is a strong contender for a possible radio emission mechanism.

3.3.2

Relativistic Plasma Emission

Relativistic plasma was the most favoured emission mechanism for pulsars over the
last two decades (Melrose, 1995). Plasma emission is the type of emission that
occurs in solar radio bursts. It involves two stages, the generation of Langmuir
waves through an instability, commonly thought to a beam instability, and then a
process that converts the energy in the Langmuir waves in to escaping energy. It is
important to understand what Langmuir waves are and why it needs to be a two
stage process. Langmuir waves are mainly longitudinal waves with frequency close
to the plasma frequency (ω ≈ ωP ). This type of wave mode cannot escape the
magnetosphere and as such, in order to provide the required escaping radiation it
needs to be converted into a mode which can. Langmuir waves have small group
velocities and therefore the conversion process must occur close to where the waves
are generated. One possible solution for the conversion of Langmuir waves into
escaping radiation involved Solitons, that are argued to radiate directly (Asseo et al.,
1990). The main issue with this model is that it requires a fast pump mechanism
to produce continuous emission. Without a continuous pump mechanism the back
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reaction to the streaming instability will reduce the gradient in momentum space near
the front of the beam. As a result, in the absence of a pump the instability would
be highly restricted to the location where the pairs are created. A mechanism which
could provide this pump action was produced by Usov (1987) and microstructures
are taken into account by Asseo et al. (1983). The pump essentially is the movement
of fastest particles outpacing the slower ones thereby restoring a positive gradient in
momentum space. This theory is a plausible mechanism for pulsar radio emission,
however as it is a multi-stage process it is open for a variety of interpretations and
as yet hasn’t been solidified into a overall solution.

3.3.3

Plasma Maser Mechanism

Maser emission is in essence the same as a laser, different only in the wavelength of
emission. Similar to a laser, which is in a bound system, emission is produced by
the process of pumping electrons to higher energy levels which then emit radiation
at a specific wavelength as they return to the lower state. Negative absorption
between the two levels is a result of the over population of the upper energy level
relative to the lower energy level, this is called population inversion. This is the most
common type of astrophysical emission, being used to explain radio emission from
Jupiter and the Sun (Melrose, 2009). It is a very diverse mechanism that can span a
continuum of states and of emission frequencies. In the case of radio emission from
pulsars, the maser mechanism is thought to have a one dimensional distribution of
relativistic particles. This can account for the basic feature of the radio emission
profile. Unlike the two previous mechanisms the group velocity doesn’t matter as
it applies the random phase approximation. Luo and Melrose (1992) discussed the
conditions for the growth of of maser curvature emission and found a sensitivity
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~ this could potentially rules out the process for MSPs. As the emission is
to B,
so similar for MSPs and normal radio pulsars, the magnetic field in both regions
would need to be similar. Cyclotron maser emission is also possible but it would
emit at a frequency that is too high to be compatible with the polar cap models.
The final possible maser emission is one that is driven by the electric field of the
pulsar magnetosphere (Melrose, 1981); the free electron maser. The free electron
maser was tested by Schopper et al. (2003). They showed that the in a strongly
magnetised plasma a relativistic beam can be forced to emit highly coherent radio
emission by self-induced nonlinear density fluctuations. They estimated that beam
electrons would dissipate a significant amount of their energy via inverse Compton
radiation. As the beams were sliced into pancake like structures they experience the
same electric field. This allows the inverse Compton radiation to be coherent.
It is important to mention that all these mechanisms are in some form related,
this is one of the reasons that it has been nearly impossible to distinguish between
them from an observational point of view. The only solution to this issue to is to
develop a complete model which can explain all the characteristics of radio emission.
In a white paper by Hankins et al. (2009) an independent look was taken at the
current models and the attributes that each produce. It was shown that the only
mechanism that can produce emission in the times scale needed to explain nanopulses is plasma turbulence through soliton collapse which is capable of emission
. 1ns. As such this thesis, which comprises of both computational work and plasma
emission, will study the effect of soliton emission using the conditions from the spark
discharge model.
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Chapter 4
DYMPHNA3D
The current research has been carried out using a Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code named
DYMPHNA3D, developed by John Mc Donald in completion of his doctorate (McDonald, 2007). DYMPHNA3D was developed to be a 3-D, fully relativistic electromagnetic, extremely versatile, flexible, scalable, and modifiable PIC plasma simulation code and to be highly parallel in nature, written and developed in C for use on
today’s large-scale parallel computing facilities (McDonald and Shearer, 2008). It
was developed to allow for a vast amount of post-processing to be pre-built into its
structure and also to allow for the swift and efficient investigation of a wide variety
of arbitrary kinetic plasma phenomena. DYMPHNA3D is used for the simulation
of arbitrary kinetic astrophysical plasma phenomena with initial application to the
pulsar magnetosphere. The code is very structured and is has been divided up into
37 C and 37 header files. Out of these files 16 are used as modules in the main code
for simulating the pulsar magnetosphere. There are numerous output files which
allow the user to easily visualise the plasma along with memory calculators, PBS
(portable batch scripts), a Makefile, and help files to aid anyone getting started on
this complex code.
The code was initially written in 2007 with plans to further improve and develop
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key areas such as parallelism, grid resolution, flexibility and also to study radio
emission techniques. This chapter will discuss in summary some plasma simulation
techniques, the initial development and inner workings of the DYMPHNA3D. For
a more in-depth read please refer to McDonald and Shearer (2008) and McDonald
(2007).

4.1

Plasma Simulation Techniques

Plasma physics is immensely large topic with a wide variety of applications and
literature spanning back to the 1920s. The previous chapter has given an insight
into the world of plasma physics, this section will look at the different techniques
used to model such complex systems.
Computational plasma models are based on the solving of the equations of motion that describe the state of a plasma. For the case of modelling large scale plasma
simulations the techniques can be summarised into two groups, the Fluid approach
and the Kinetic Approach. These two types produce the 4 main types, the Fluid
description, the Kinetic description, the Hybrid description, and the Particle description.

4.1.1

Fluid approach

Hannes Alfven postulated the existence of a new kind of wave motion in an attempt
to explain certain sunspot phenomena. This wave is now called the Alfven wave,for
which he won the Nobel prize in physics in 1970. Within a few years it opened up
a new field of physics called Magnetohyrodynamics (MHD). This has developed and
evolved to an invaluable tool for the study of plasma physics, commonly called the
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fluid approach.
The fluid approach treats the plasma as an electrical fluid, without distinguishing
between electrons or protons, moving under the influence of self-consistent electric
and magnetic fields. The study of the macroscopic quantities of the plasma allow
for a minimisation of computational load, it can be derived from kinetic theory by
taking moments (integrating over velocity space) and in doing so make some drastic
approximations. The most common name used for this approach is the MHD approach. MHD is very useful over large time-scales where the particles will have a fluid
type motion, therefore making this great for modelling large scale plasma dynamics
such as planet magnetospheres. An example of this is the use of MHD to model
the global interaction of the magnetosphere with solar wind (Leboeuf et al., 1978).
The approach exploits a reduction of the equations of fluid mechanics coupled with
Maxwell’s equations to produce an efficient approach to study many astrophysical
phenomena. In general this approach is minimal needing its two EM vector fields,
charge and current densities and the magnetic field. The MHD approach makes this
possible with some assumptions:
1. The fluid approximation: this assumption involves the same approximation as used in deriving the Equation of fluid mechanics and thermodynamics from
statistical physics. It is assumed that the number of particles is sufficiently high so
that the local fluid properties, such as density, pressure and velocity can be easily
defined as macroscopic quantities. As long as the time scales studied are sufficiently
slow it allows the system to develop smoothly. This is necessary to allow the Landau
damping be ignored while maintaining that the time scales are much longer than the
ion gyration time.
2. There must be an instantaneous relation between the electric field
and the current density; Ohm’s law. This means that whatever takes place
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during the time steps of interest, between the local E field and current density are
averaged out to be an instantaneous mean relation.
3. The plasma is electrically neutral. This is satisfied in most astrophysical
systems, but it excludes the near-vacuum conditions necessary for a pulsar magnetosphere.
Over all, these describe the major approximations use for all MHD applications.
The most common approach being the Ideal MHD approach. This method assumes
that the conducting fluid has a negligible resistivity, thus allowing it to be treated as
a perfectly conducting plasma. MHD has many advantages due to the fluid approach
including being an highly computationally efficient due to its approach of looking at
the macro-scale. Also, due to their nature, the codes appear to have less simulation
noise than other techniques. This allows the codes to be stable and accurate over
large numbers of simulation time-steps. The basic structure of MHD codes also
allows a reasonably easy transition to large scale parallelisation. There are however
some disadvantages. The fact that the approach is based on fluid dynamics makes
it incapable of dealing with kinetic plasma phenomena in general. Also, the initial
biasing of the transport coefficients in advance of the simulation can cause profound
impacts on the overall behaviour leaving questions of the simulation results.

4.1.2

Kinetic approach

The kinetic is one of the most developed plasma theories. It adopts a statistical
approach, instead of solving the equations of motion for each individual particle it
looks at the distribution function for the system of particles under investigation in
phase space. Though it is the most developed theory some assumptions have to
be made leading to different types of the kinetic theory depending on the type of
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simplifications made.
This approach essentially involves the iterative solution of the kinetic plasma
equations; the Vlasov or Fokker-Plank equations for collisionless plasmas and the
more complete Boltzmann equation. The Boltzmann Equation is an Equation which
describes the evolution of the distribution function over time. This approach is more
thorough than MHD as it also give information about different particle motion at
some level of averaging. The Boltzmann Equation is the work of various simplifications described here. It is assumed that the system of many particles are strongly
interacting, each particle having a time dependant position and velocity. These are
then characterised as one point phase space inside a phase space volume element. It
is also assumed that no particle is lost from or added to the plasma, thus allowing
the total time derivative of the exact particle density function of the plasma to vanish. Through an average distribution function, where an ensemble averaged phase
space is defined, the exact phase space density can be expressed as the sum of its
average and a fluctuation deviation deviation. At this point the function no longer
distinguishes between the single particle, only accounting for their dependence on
space and velocity as shown in Eq. (4.1).

q
q
df
+ v · ∇x f + (E + v × B) · ∇v f = h(δE + v × δB) · ∇v δF i
dt
m
m

(4.1)

where f = f (~x, ~y , t) is the distribution function in one-particles phase space, δF =
δF (~x, ~y , t) is the ensemble averages phase space density, ~x is the position and ~v is the
velocity. In order to simplify Eq. (4.1) to a more manageable form the Boltzmann
Equation focus on the correlation between the collisions of the particles themselves
and ignores the correlation between the fields. This reduces Eq.(4.1) to the general
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Boltzmann Equation seen below in Eq. (4.2).
df
q
+ v · ∇x f + (E + v × B) · ∇v f =
dt
m



df
dt


(4.2)
c

Where the right hand side describes the effect of the plasma collisions which has
to be set for the plasma type under investigation and solved appropriately. When
considering a fully ionised plasma the long-range Coulomb interactions the situation
becomes considerably more complicated. The addition of the term replaces the
collision term with the Landau collision integral. This is somewhat simplified by
taking into account an approximation of the Coulomb collision frequency. This is
called the Fokker-Planck equation. On the flip-side of this, if the collisions are
neglected then this reduces to the simplest form of the kinetic equation; the Vlasov
equation:
df
q
+ v · ∇x f + (E + v × B) · ∇v f = 0 .
dt
m

(4.3)

Although this approach allows for more detail than the full MHD approach, it
also has its disadvantages. These types of simulations are very difficult to solve in
general due to its nature, a highly nonlinear Equation in six-dimensional (6D) phase
space. Most of its implementations are in 1D or 2D and require vast computational
resources.

4.1.3

Particle approach

The particle approach is arguably the most fundamental way to describe the plasma.
Plasmas are a very large collection of electrically charged particles, this approach
deals with them directly. It is considered by many as the better overall for pulsar
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simulations as it can be used to study small scale plasma instabilities with great
detail (Sironi and Spitkovsky, 2011). The particle approach can be divided into three
basic methods; the Particle-Particle (PP) method, the Particle-Mesh (PM) method
a hybrid of both; the Particle-Particle-Particle-Mesh (PPPM or P3 M) method.
The PP method is based upon particle particle interactions. This approach is
very computationally intensive as each particle needs to interact with every other
particle in the system. Computationally this is described as a N2 problem, meaning
that the number of particles in the system (N) scales to the square. For 108 particles,
at 10 Tflops/s, it would take 3 hours for 1 time step and 10000 time-steps would
take 3 years. This approach is only used when the number of particles are small or
when the inter-particle forces are non-zero over a limited range. The realisation of
the problems from the first approach led to the second approach.
The PM method, commonly called the PIC in which the particles interact with
the mesh only. In this method, the attributes of the plasma, such as the current
density and the charge density, are deposited onto the grid then the fields are solved
on the grid and then the attributes are deposited back onto the particles. This
reduced the computational over heads considerably from a N2 problem to a more
manageable Nlog(N) problem. For 108 particles, at 10 Tflops/s, it would take 0.3 ms
for 1 time step and 10000 time-steps would take 3 seconds. This approach is normally
associated with short time scales and distances due to the study of electron motion
as a particle. DYMPHNA3D is based on the PIC approach. It deals with plasma
on a fundamental first principles level and as such requires no initial assumptions in
the model. This method will be covered in more detail later.
The PPPM or P2 M approach is a hybrid of the two previous methods. In this
approach the forces are divided up into two parts, the first part consists of the short
range forces, which only exist over inter-particle lengths, and secondly the long range
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components. The combination of these two components yields the total force on the
particles. This approach has advantages from both previous methods, being able to
deal with rapidly varying short range interactions as well as the more slowly varying
long range particles efficiently. Although this method has the benefits from the other
methods, it also has a major draw-back; The PP force dominates the CPU time being
a direct N2 summation in largely clustered areas.

4.1.4

Hybrid approach

The Hybrid approach is a method where one or more of the plasma species are
treated as a single or multiple fluid while the remaining species are treated as kinematic particles. In most cases the ions are treated kinetically while the electrons are
treated as a fluid. These methods all incorporate the same basic assumptions that
the phenomena that occur at the electron time-scale can be treated magnetohydrodynamically, therefore ignoring complex processes that occur at that time-scale e.g
electron inertia. In all cases the displacement current is neglected and the magnetic
fields are stepped forward using Faraday’s Laws. In most cases ions are treated by
standard PIC techniques and subjected to the usual equations of motion. This approach is useful over the distances of 10s to 100s of km and a time-scale of the order
of seconds. The implementation is considered to be relatively straight forward for
1-D and 2-D approaches. There are numerous schemes that have been developed for
this approach as explained in the following papers (Quest, 1987; Winske and Omidi,
1996). The user must be careful in choosing the right model for the right application, if the simulation produces high frequencies but the model does not take this
into account the overall result may be wrong.
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4.2

Particle-In-Cell (PIC) methodology

The basic idea of the PIC method of plasma simulation is quite simple. A plasma
is a collection of charged particles which interact with each other and with external
fields. These fields obey Maxwell’s equations and the particles follow trajectories
governed by Newton’s law while the force is given by the Lorentz force equation. In
a real plasma, one would look at single electrons and ions while in simulations this
could be very time consuming. In PIC simulated plasma, each charged particle is a
homogeneous collection of a large number of real plasma charges. This allows the
code to be run much more efficiently by greatly reducing the number of particles
being simulated. The electromagnetic fields and space within the simulation are not
continuous and are divided up in to cells. The number of cells is defined by the
resolution required and the size of the simulated space. The 3-D cube is divided up
into 2N cells in each dimension. The corners of each cell are defined as mesh or grid
points. Each grid point specifies a location to which the fields and charge attributes
are assigned after solving the discretised equations for the electromagnetic fields and
the motion.
The typical way to simulate a plasma using the PIC method is to “leap-frog”
through the steps as illustrated in Figure. 4.1. During the time step the fields are
kept constant at the end of which the discretised field equations are solved to update
the field distribution. Therefore, in one time step the particles attributes, location,
~ are assigned to the spatial mesh.
charge density (ρ) and the current density (J)
The electromagnetic fields are solved on the mesh and are interpolated back to the
location of the charged particles. The particles are then moved via the integration of
the equations of motion. This loop is iterated yielding the plasma simulation. The
assumptions made during this method are; that we restrict our interest to distances
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greater than the order of the Debye length, the time step is restricted to the order
of the electron plasma frequency or the time taken for the particle to travel half a
grid cell and it is assumed to be collision-less.

Typical simulation cycle, single time-step
Moving the particles via integration of
the equations of motion.
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Figure 4.1: Single PIC Cycle McDonald and Shearer (2008)
With the initial PIC code developed, this will allow for more study into numerous different plasma phenomena and instabilities including; two stream instability,
Weibel instability, and other possible pulsar emission mechanisms. The end goal of
the project to look at the instabilities occurring within the pulsar magnetosphere,
as many believe these hold the key to pulsar emission (Melrose, 1992). Studies have
been carried out in 2-D which have shown promise (Sironi and Spitkovsky, 2011) but
this needs to be confirmed in 3-D.
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4.3

DYMPHNA3D

The PIC approach was chosen due to it’s suitability in investigating the pulsar magnetosphere. The requirement that the code must be 3D in nature limited the viability
of using the Fokker-Plank and Vlasov approaches due to their computationally heavy
weighting regimes. Another requirement was that the code would have as little assumptions as possible and that it would deal with the plasma on a fundamental level,
i.e. It should be able to deal with small-scale kinetic phenomena and also provide
insight into the global macroscopic physics. The kinetic requirement ruled out the
fluid approach and also the time-scale of the initial project ruled out more complex
hybrid schemes. This leaves the Particle approach. Due to computational load and
time-scale issues the PIC approach was chosen. It is a tried and tested approach,
it doesn’t suffer any dimensional constraints, and it deals with plasma from a fundamental first principles approach. It was tested against a pre-existing 3-D PIC
code ’TRISTAN’ (TRIdimensional STANford) which is publicly available for free
download. TRISTAN was written in the early 1990s by Buneman and colleagues at
Stanford (Matsumoto and Omura, 1993). Although TRISTAN was available during
the original project it had some issues which made its use undesirable. The code
was outdated, written in Fortran 77 and it is serial or modular in nature, these combined mean that it is incapable in dealing with modern large-scale parallel computing
resources and difficult to update. TRISTAN has been converted to a few parallel versions but these versions are private and not available for use (Cai et al., 2003). The
PIC approach is based on the Particle-Mesh (PM) model. In this model, the particles
interact with the imposed mesh only in order to reduce the computational overheads.
For the particles to be simulated accurately they must interact with all the particles
in the system making the simulation an O(N2 ) problem, i.e., every particle will have
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to interact with every other particle. By using the PM model this can be reduced
to a O(NlogN) problem and greatly reducing the computational strain. This is very
important in the matter of pulsar magnetosphere simulation due to the nature of its
dense plasma environment. This density was derived by Goldreich and Julian in 1969
and as such is called the GJ charge density (Goldreich and Julian, 1969). To reach
~ corot , nGJ = −20 Ω
~∗·B
~ and assuming
to the GJ charge density (nGJ ) derived from E
a co-rotating plasma up to the light cylinder, it would require nGJ ∼ 1011 − 1012
cm−3 near the pulsar crust. Modelling 1012 cm−3 particles individually would create
a large problem with memory and CPU time. The solution to this is to use the
super particle approach which greatly reduces computation time by assuming a large
collection of particles are located within each super-particle.
There are several constraints which apply to the design of DYMPHNA3D. The
first being the Courant-Fredrichs-Lewy condition, which states that; c∆t < ∆x,
where c is the speed of light, t is the time-step and x is the grid size. This requirement
basically states that in order for the simulation to be stable the time-step must be
significantly smaller than the time it takes for anything significant to occur.
The second constraint is the Debye length (λD ) which is the distance of charge
shielding, outside of this distance particles will not be effected by the individual
charge but instead by the collective. It is also the distance travelled by a particle
with a thermal velocity (vth ) in

1
2π

of a plasma cycle. The Debye length is given by

Equation. 4.4:
s
λD =

0 kB Tef f
vth
=
2
nq
wp

(4.4)

where 0 is the permittivity of free space, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
effective plasma temperature, n is the particle number density, q is the charge of the
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particles and wp is the plasma frequency, which is given by Equation 4.5:
s
wp =

nq 2
0 m

(4.5)

where m is the particle mass. To avoid heating effects in the simulation the ratio
of the grid spacing versus the Debye length must be less than one. In order to satisfy
the leap-frog particle approach it is important that the distance travelled by the
particle must be less than the Debye length in order to accurately update the field
equations. For a more detailed look into DYMPHNA3D please refer to (McDonald,
2007). However, the following is a summary of the original work completed and
function of the code.
The code is initially run through a PBS (Portable Batch Script) where the user
may decide the dimensions and resolution of the simulation, along with other options
for running on large scale machines including, maximum simulation run-time. From
here the code compiles using the necessary compilers and starts the main simulation. The simulation starts in DYPMHNA3D.c where the parallel options through
OpenMP are set. The next stage is the simulation setup which determines the type
of investigation the simulation is running. The standard options are pulsar magnetosphere, Micro-Physics (Electron-positron cyclotron orbits), Simple-harmonic motion
(Electron-positron pair), and Two-stream instability. The rest of the file decides the
number of particles per simulation, field options, particle velocities, functions used,
record options, and numerous other options fundamental to the simulation. In the
next few stages the memory allocation process is run, the particle attributes are
initialised, the output files are set up and finally the main simulation loop begins.
This loop consists of three main sections; Interpolation on the Mesh, which involves
the deposition of the charge and current onto the mesh. The Filed solve, where the
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external magnetic fields are set and the plasma fields are solved along with boundary
conditions. The final major step is the Particle mover, which as the name suggests
moves the particles to the correct location. There are smaller option in the main
loop to allow for the possibility of particle annihilation, different output options and
simulation suspend which allows the code to be halted, save the session and allow
for the simulation to be continued from this point at a future date. The main points
of the code are explained in more detail below.

4.3.1

Interpolation and the Mesh

DYMPHNA3D has a spatial mesh that is based on a three dimensional Cartesian
grid. The mesh is based upon the Yee Lattice (Yee, 1966) which shows the need for
a staggered mesh system in order to keep the physics of the system in check as the
simulation progresses. This leads to a system with a primary mesh and a staggered
mesh. The mesh spacing is tightly constrained due to restrictions relating to the
attributes of the actual plasma being simulated. These include the Debye length
(λD ) and the spatial resolution required of the code. The mesh is 3-D with a 2N
divisions, a 64x64x64 mesh is 26 x26 x26 . This was done to maximise the execution
speed of possible FFT field solvers and secondly, to aid in the load balancing in largescale parallel computing facilities. As is the case in C programming conventions,
all array indices begin at zero, the geometry of the mesh system can be seen the
basic geometry of the primary mesh and secondary mesh illustrated in Figure 4.2
and Figure 4.3. This mesh is the base of the rest of the simulation, everything
is calculated on the staggered mesh system. Once the mesh is in place, the other
attributes can be deposited onto the mesh. Within this mesh the charge density (ρ)
is deposited on the primary mesh while the rest of the attributes are deposited via
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3D Cartesian mesh conventions for DYMPHNA3D
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Grid cell number can be obtained using coordinates of
lowest (i, j, k) coordinate possessed by the grid cell using:
2

grid_cell _num = i + (j * grid.number_x) + (k * grid.number_x * grid.number_y)
Grid point number can be obtained using its (i, j, k)
coordinate from:

grid_cell _num = i + (j * (grid.number_x+1)) + (k * (grid.number_x+1) * (grid.number_y+1))
where:
grid.number_x = number of grid cells in x-direction
grid.number_y = number of grid cells in y-direction
grid.number_z = number of grid cells in z-direction
(i,j,k) is the lowest coordinate grid point of the cell

Figure 4.2: Mesh Conventions, McDonald and Shearer (2008)
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Figure 4.3: Merged Cell from numerous spatial mesh, i.e., the Yee lattice. McDonald
and Shearer (2008)
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Figure 4.4: Yee Grid Cell McDonald and Shearer (2008)
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mesh staggered with respect to the primary mesh as can be seen in Figure 4.4. The
~ components are deposited at the same spatial locations as the
current density (J)
corresponding electric field components. The magnetic fields occupy locations at the
centre of the cell faces while the electric field components occupy locations at the
middle of the cell edges.

4.3.2

Deposition of Plasma attributes

Once the mesh has been initialised, the particles attributes and other environmental
conditions can be applied. These include particle positions, charge and magnetic
fields. The next step in the simulation is the deposition of the plasma attributes to
the discrete grid points DYMPHNA3D uses linear weighting schemes to deposit these
attributes onto the mesh. This is divided up into two, the charge density deposit
and the current density deposit.
The charge density (ρ) is the first field source that is deposited and is measured in
Coulombs per metre cubed, (C m−3 ), which is the measure of the amount of electric
charge per unit volume. This can be positive or negative as there exists positive and
negative charges. As is in the case of DYMPHNA3D which deals with a plasma,
the space-charge consists of N discrete particle charge carriers. Therefore the charge
density can be expressed using the Dirac delta function. Using this function the
charge density, ρ, can be expressed as,

ρq (~r) = q ·

N
X

·δ(~r − ~ri ) = q · n(~r),

(4.6)

i=1

if all of the charge carriers posses the same charge. Where q is the charge(i.e.,
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electrons or positrons), the N is the number of discrete particles, i is the index for
the ith particle, ~ri is the location of the ith particle, δ demotes the Dirac delta function
and n(~r) is the charge carrier density.
The code iterates through all of the charged particles, for each particle, it calculates the cell it occupies and the weights for the surrounding grid points. The
particle charge is deposited onto the grid points and the charge density on the mesh
is determined.
~ is the second field source deposited and is similar in many
The current deposit (J)
ways to that of the charge density deposit. There are however, several important
issues that make the deposit of the current density a significantly more complicated
~
and difficult task. The first of these being the fact that the current density (J,)is
a vector quantity as opposed to the scalar nature of the charge density (ρ). This
means that there are 3 Cartesian components to be deposited. The second is that in
the charge deposit it is deposited onto the primary mesh while the current deposit
is deposited onto a staggered mesh which makes this a much more complex issue,
as the electric field meshes are staggered spatially by one half of a grid cell spacing
in each of their respective directions. The third being that due to the fact that the
current density is a vector by nature that and from Equation 4.7 it is clear that the
current density is proportional to the velocity of the charge particle, which in itself
~ is the measure of the density of electrical
is vector quantity. The current density (J)
current and can be expressed as:

J~ = ηq v~d = ρv~d ,

(4.7)

where η is the particle number density per unit volume, q is the particle charge, ρ is
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the charge density and v~d is the particle’s average drift velocity. Once the particles
have all been cycled through the current density on any grid point on the mesh is a
superposition of the contributions from each plasma particle in the eight grid cells
which surround that grid point in 3D.

4.3.3

Field Solver

Once the plasma attributes have been deposited on to the grid the next step is to solve
for the electromagnetic fields (E.M ) on the mesh. This section is divided up into
two components the plasma fields; the E.M fields due to the presence of the plasma
under investigation, and the external fields, in the case of the pulsar simulation the
E.M fields due to the vacuum rotator itself, (which are commonly referred to as
the plasm fields and the pulsar fields respectively in (McDonald, 2007)). The first
update process is the Plasma field update, which is similar to the TRISTAN PIC
code and is also similar to what is used as the standard Yee lattice field update
solution algorithm. This module of the code works by using Maxwell’s equations
and are derived from scratch in (McDonald, 2007). These equations can be written
as:
Ampère’s Law: (With Maxwell’s correction)

~
~ ×B
~ = µo J~ + µ0 0 ∂ E ,
∇
∂t

(4.8)

~
~ ×E
~ = ∂B ,
∇
∂t

(4.9)

Faraday’s Law:
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Gauss’s Law (electric and magnetic):

~ ·E
~ = 1 ρ,
∇
0

(4.10)

~ ·B
~ = 0,
∇

(4.11)

Taking these four laws in conjunction with the Lorentz Force law, Equation4.12,
and the Continuity equation, Eq. 4.13, make up the bulk of the classical electrodynamics needed. While the Continuity law must be satisfied at all times to maintain
charge conservation.
Lorentz force Law:

~ + ~v × B),
~
F~ = q(E

(4.12)

~ · J~ = − ∂ρ ,
∇
∂t

(4.13)

Continuity equation:

~ is the electric field, B
~ is the magnetic field and
Where ρ is the charge density, E
J~ is the current density,
The next update process is the pulsar fields update. It is generally assumed
that the magnetic field associated with a pulsar is dipolar in nature. The are two
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main techniques used to simulate the E.M fields in the vicinity of the pulsar. The
first approach uses a standard rotating magnetic dipole, which becomes much more
complex when the magnetic dipole is rotating. In this situation the fields are solved
using Liénard-Wiechert or retarded potentials which have been derived in (OConnor
et al., 2001) and are expressed as follows:

~ r )) − µ0 ṁ(t
~ r)
~ r )) − µ0 m(t
~ r ) 3µ0 r̂ · ṁ(t
~ = 3µ0 r̂ · m(t
B
+
+
3
2
r
r
~ r )) − µ0 m̈(t
~ r)
3µ0 r̂ · m̈(t
,
r3

(4.14)

and

~ =−
E

~ r ) m̈(t
~ r)
ṁ(t
+
0 r2
c0 r

!
r̂.

(4.15)

The second pulsar field solver implemented in DYMPHNA3D uses the Deutsch
fields approach which was originally derived in 1955 for a rotating magnetised conducting sphere in a vacuum (Deutsch, 1955). In 1999, Michel and Li completed an
investigation of the electrodynamics of a pulsar (Michel and Li, 1999). In this investigation they restated the Deutsch fields expressions with minor corrections and also
re-derived them from first principals into a spherical coordinate friendly version.
A comparison of the two approaches show that the two magnetic field components
can be seen to be primarily dipolar in nature while the complexity of the electrical
field components of the Deutsch fields show a much more detailed structure. The
pulsar fields are centralised in the computational domain and as such have been
modified to allow this. The calculations are completed in spherical coordinates and
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then are converted to Cartesian vector components for the grid.
The total electric and magnetic fields are the superposition of both the plasma
and pulsar fields.
~ total = E
~ plasma + E
~ pulsar
E

~ total = B
~ plasma + B
~ pulsar
B

(4.16)

The code also has the option for the Deutsch fields to be calculated on the primary
mesh as opposed to the staggered mesh. This option has the advantage of being faster
as the dimensional work load on the primary mesh is less than that of the staggered
messes imposed. This is possible due to the necessity for the fields to be averaged
onto the primary mesh for the Lorentz force calculations. Once the superposition
and averaging of the fields are complete the code is ready to move onto the next
phase the Particle mover.

4.3.4

Particle Mover

The last main stage of the code is the Particle mover. This is one of the principal
components of the overall PIC algorithm and utilises a relativistic form of the Lorentz
force Equation along with the Boris-Buneman approach to solve the algorithm (BorisBuneman, 1986). This approach begins with the Lorentz force:



~ + ~v × B
~ ,
F~ = q E
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this is evaluated in the middle of the integration step. This is due to the requirement
~ and B
~ fields are staggered temporally as well as spatially as they are
that the E
~ field is known at half integer time-steps while the B
~ is
on the Yee lattice. The E
~
known at integer time-steps as can be seen in Figure 4.1. This means that the B
fields must be advanced by a half integer time-step before the particle moves such
~ field.
that it is known at the same time as the E
There are two more optional stages after this, including Particle annihilation and
Simulation suspend, which allows the user to halt the code, save the current state
of the testing and reinitialise at the same point later. This becomes very handy
when running the code over long time periods. This Chapter is a summary of the
initial work carried out by John McDonald and as such is greatly reduced. For a
more detailed look into the initial development of DYMPHNA3D please refer to
the thesis McDonald (2007) or the subsequent paper McDonald and Shearer (2008).
DYPMHNA3D can be broken down for ease of use in the form of flowchart as shown
in Figure 4.5:
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Figure 4.5: A Flowchart showing the computational break down of the movement of
the code through DYMPHNA3D.
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Chapter 5
Computational progression
5.1

Introduction

As DYMPHNA3D was designed for OpenMP, it was restricted to a small number
of processors due to the requirement of sharing the same memory space. For full
scalability a different model for parallelisation was required. In this chapter the
methodology used to parallelise DYMPHNA3D, appropriately for a variety of different computer architectures is described. To achieve this we moved from an OpenMP
approach to MPI (Message Passing Interface) using a hybrid domain cloning approach implementing both particle and domain decomposition. The resultant code
is highly efficient and capable of being run on most HPC architectures.
The original version of DYMPHNA3D was tested and run on two systems, the
Stoney and Stokes systems. ICHEC have since released a newer more powerful
system, Fionn, the specifications of these are summarised in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: ICHEC Super computer specifications
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Table 5.1: This table shows the increase of run time due to the increase in grid size
for a particle number of 2 million. The PM is largely unaffected by the increase of the
grid and as such has only a small increase in run time. The CD is primarily affected
by the particle number, however it uses the grid to deposit the information and as
such there is an increase in overall run time in this section of the code. The main run
time increase is the FS, this section has to run through the full grid information and
as such with every increase in the grid the field solver run time increases linearly.
Grid size (1 million) Full Time (s)
PM (s)
CD (s)
FS (s)
0.26
13028.85 10046.67 2938.85
43.33
2.09
15779.23 11060.38 4363.314 345.735
16.77
19331.95 11780.79 4779.137 2688.733
134.21
41896.72 12919.5
7040.5 21253.13

5.2

OpenMP

DYMPHNA3D is highly efficient in its use of OpenMP with 80% being utilised in
the parallel design. However it is the last 20% that results in the overall efficiency
being rated at 30%. This is due to fact that the last 20% of the code is the most
computationally intensive. The most computationally intensive files are the current
deposit (CD), the particle mover (PM) and field solver (FS). The grid dimensions in
the code scale through 2n × 2n × 2n where n = 6, 7 , 8 etc. For 26 × 26 × 26 there are
a total of 262144 grid points, with each increase in n there is an increase in grid size
by a factor of 8. For a simulation with varying grid size and with a particle number
of 2 million, the following table shows which parts of the code require the most time:
From Table 5.1 it can be clearly seen that for smaller grids, 262144, the FS has
the smallest time footprint. The charge deposit takes a large portion of the time and
the most time consuming part of the code was the PM. As the grid size increase from
262144 to 2.09 million, the memory footprint is increased by a factor of ≈ 8. The
FS now has to contend with a larger grid, by a factor of 8, while the CD also takes
the grid into account it is primarily based upon the particle number and as such is
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Computational run time per grid dimensions vs particle number
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Figure 5.2: A graph of the original speed profile of DYMPHNA3D, pre optimisation.
Time vs Particle number per grid mesh size
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not greatly increased. The PM is almost independent of the grid size and therefore
is unaffected. This shows that the main issue when increasing the size of the grid is
the FS. The serial aspect of the code is efficient as can be seen in Figure 5.2 through
the fact the run time increases almost linearly with the particle number.
The original distance limit of code at a resolution of 262144 was 80 km requiring
a memory of 74 Mb. For a full magnetospheric simulation of the region, the particle
count needed to be on the order of 2 × 1019 particles. Utilising the standard superparticle regime, with each charge being a collection of 109 particles, the simulation
would need 2 × 1010 particles. From the data obtained in initial testing of the code,
an estimation of the time needed to run this simulation at this resolution for 100
iterations was estimated. It was found that at the current level of parallelism, in order to run a simulation of 200 nano-seconds, 100 iterations, the time required is over
200 days. The efficiency of the code was ≈ 30%. However, in order to run on larger
machines the code’s efficiency must be in the 70 + % range. This means that the
OpenMp version would be limited by the parallelism features of both computational
power and efficiency.
Therefore, it was decided that the optimisation should consist of an MPI/OpenMP
Hybrid. The introduction of MPI to the code allowed the user to create multiple processing threads operating simultaneously and, unlike OpenMP, there is no physical
limit due to possibility of organising communication between nodes. This allowed the
more tedious calculations to be divided among multiple processes therefore reducing
the overall time necessary.
off these attributes and then perform the necessary calculations, this information
can to be shared to reduce the amount of information being sent. The difficulty is
to find the most efficient way possible, while maintaining validity.
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5.3

Parallelisation

There are two main methods of parallelisation in PIC; Particle decomposition and
Domain decomposition. In Particle decomposition the particles are divided up among
the processors and each processor contains the full grid information, while with
Domain decomposition each processor is dedicated its own area of the grid and
the particles are divided up as per grid slice location. These two methods will be
discussed in the following sections. A relatively new method called Domain Cloning
is also described which boasts a mix of the advantages of both Particle and Domain
Decomposition while avoiding the major flaws.

5.3.1

Particle Decomposition

Particle decomposition allows the user to share the workload evenly among all processors in the system as depicted in Figure 5.3 (Di Martino et al., 2001). The grid
information must be shared among the processors so that the system is connected
rather than running multiple instances of the same simulation. This is done by
completing an shared update of the fields on each processor. However, two major
limitations of this approach are that each processor needs to be aware of the particles
on all processors and that each processor must contain the full grid data, creating
multiple instances of the same grid and therefore a much larger memory footprint.
This approach works very well with small grids and high particle numbers. However,
with increased resolution through the increase of the grid size the optimisation would
suffer.
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Figure 5.3: An illustration of the Particle Decomposition Technique. In this method
the original grid is copied and the particle number is divided among the available
processors. Each processor sends and receives the required information through a
central core.
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5.3.2

Domain Decomposition

Domain decomposition involves the division of the grid among the processors as
shown in Figure 5.4. Each processor is given a piece of the overall grid and then
the particles are located onto the correct grid slice (Chan and Mathew, 1994). It is
commonly used in large grid simulations with small cell to cell transport of particles.
Particles can be transferred among nodes via MPI. Each processor would contain the
slice of the grid and all field and particle information required. Domain decomposition requires the transfer of the grid information between adjacent grid slices and
also the transfer of particles between slices. It can be used to greatly reduce the time
required to simulate high resolution, large grid simulations. The major bottleneck,
however is fatal. If all the particles end up in one grid slice this would cause a huge
workload for one processor and result in minimum for the remaining processors effectively wasting the benefits of parallelisation. This method allows the user to run
large simulations as the total memory is divided out among all the processors. As
the particles must also be transferred for each iteration, the ideal simulation would
consist of a steady state plasma in which the particle movement is minimal.
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Figure 5.4: An illustration of the Domain Decomposition Technique. In this method
the original grid is split evenly among the processors. The particle count depends
on the location of individual particles, each grid slice is a 3-Dimensional slice of the
original grid.
These two methods are both very effective parallelisation methods that offer
significant benefits to the project. They both, however, require that the simulation
is optimised specifically for their respective designs. To overcome this problem a
new method was proposed in 2000, Domain cloning (Kim and Parker, 2000; Hatzky,
2006). This is a very efficient method used mainly in toroidal, gyrokinetic flux-tube
turbulence simulations and MHD/PIC hybrids.
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Figure 5.5: An illustration of the Domain Cloning Technique. The technique takes
advantage of two previous methods, both the particle and grid data is divided out
among the processors. This allows for efficient load balancing of particles and grid
data. In the first stage the original grid is cloned as in particles decomposition
to distribute the particles evenly. In the second stage the grid is then divided up
among the processors to allow for the most effective way of distributing both grid
and particle data.
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5.3.3

Domain Cloning

The Domain cloning concept is a combination of the Particle decomposition and
Domain decomposition methodology. In this method the simulation domain is first
divided up among the nodes and then multiple copies of the same domain are made.
Each node is assigned a clone with a set number of particles and with their own sliced
up grid as shown in Figure 5.5. The limitation to this method is that each domain
needs to have the full field grid data meaning that there is a large memory footprint.
Unlike the previous methods, this method maximises the benefits of both methods
and allows the user to transition into efficient parallelisation easily. This method
solved DYMPHNA3D’s efficiency ratio as it would allow each node to act alone in
the terms of computational memory and particle number. The method allows for
higher resolution simulations with a large particle number to be run without the
worry of overtaxing each processor’s memory. By implementing the Domain cloning
method it allowed the easy addition of both Particle and Domain decomposition with
minor changes, meaning that DYMPHNA3D has now all three methods available for
use.

5.4

Implementation

The most important parts of the optimisation was to decide where in the code the
individual processors would need to communicate, which information needed to be
sent and how could this be done in the most efficient way possible. The electric
fields in X,Y and Z planes needed to be sent along with the electric plasma fields
X,Y and Z and in addition the B fields in both external and plasma needed to be
known on all processors. If the code was set up to utilise particle decomposition, on
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a shared memory system with OpenMP, the benefits of domain cloning could easily
be achieved. At the start of the program each node was set as its own distinct grid.
The code then ran through the simulation as per usual until it reached a point where
the communications needed to be sent/received. In Figure 4.5 it can be seen that
the most simplistic approach for joined communications is at the current and charge
deposit files, where the processor meets at a single destination, before and after the
particle mover.
without loss of information or possible complications from other processors, if
operated correctly. MPI Bcast is used to broadcast the message from one processor
to all of the others in the most efficient manner. A combination of these were used
in a very specific manner in order to optimise performance.At first it was proving
difficult to reduce communication time while sending these large datasets, namely 12
different fields structures with the full memory of the grid. This information needed
to be updated twice per iteration per domain in order for each to be connected in
parallel.
As the current and charge deposit are based upon the deposition of particle data
onto the grid, from which all the other fields can be updated, it follows that the
current and charge density were the only major grid information that would needed
to be updated on each node. Therefore, if each processor knew the combination of
this data it would behave as if all particles were on one node. To optimise this transfer
each node reduces the data into one file, which reduces the time constraint by 4. To
further optimize this, a second method was used in which the grid was divided up by
each processor into slices and each slice solved its designated grid information that
was then pseudo-intelligently to all via an efficient send receive algorithm and a ghost
buffer system. This reduced the time taken for the Grid assembly from 60 − 90% of
the overall simulation time down to 4-7%.
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Figure 5.6: A Flowchart of the Grid Assembly process. The individual nodes run
independently of each other up to the grid assembly. At this point the full grid
information is shared by each node. This step allows each node to accurately simulate
the presence of particles as if they were all on the one node. There are parts to the
grid assembly file; the first is for grids under 16.7 million grids (28 ) in which the grid
is small and easily managed, the second stage separates the grid in to manageable
chunk which are processed in alternating steps allowing for increased optimisation of
the total transfer process.
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With the improved parallelisation it is important to maintain the speed gains
by also converting the output into parallel format. There were over 40 possible
output flags in the code, which when activated needed to write out the data files
associated with each processor. This needed to be optimised to allow functionality
while minimising MPI communication. The collection of data and allocation into
a single output file could result in reduced efficiency and increase the overall run
time remarkably. This was overcome by opting to use MPI file write out command
and also through a bash script containing a cat command allowing the addition at
the end. Each node/process writes out its own output file which can be read as an
individual or as a collective unit. In large simulations with high particle count the
individual node option allows the study of complex plasma phenomena without the
noise produced from large datasets.
At this point there were also a few more minor changes made to the code to allow
a more diverse use of the PIC code. Through running two-stream simulations it was
noted that the grid was hard-wired to always have a cubic design no matter what
the input parameters. This was subsequently changed via a Grid Balance function
which used the smallest grid resolution as the grid dimension and allowed much more
complex simulations to be run as can be seen in Figure 5.7. As the grid was set to
be a cube, when the resolution was increased it was done so by a factor of 8 in terms
of memory each time. This change allowed for much larger simulations, in terms of
dimensions, while retaining a low memory footprint. New simulation control flags
were added to the record setup file. It allowed the data recorded to be defined in a
much more controlled fashion. One aspect included the control of the period being
recorded e.g., between iteration count 100-200 and at every 5 iterations. This was
implemented to reduce the overall data recorded, as previous simulations resulted in
datasets up to 3 TB. With this new flag system the output data could be greatly
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reduced and tuned by recording at the intervals which are of most importance. The
final change was to convert the code from simulation units to real units. This allowed
the code to deliver direct meaningful results without the need for post-processing.
On completion of this strain of parallelisation the code could now be run in serial,
OpenMP format, OpenMP/MPI Hybrid and also in full Particle decomposition mode
through MPI.

5.4.1

Domain Decomposition

As mentioned previously domain decomposition has a flaw related to the information
transfer delay between grid slices. However, when the simulation being run requires
a minimal movement of particles between grids it can be used to increase memory
availability and decrease computational run time. This gave the option to further
develop the code in this manner. With this new approach DYMPHNA3D could
run simulations, which would utilise the full memory of the system and also be
extremely transportable onto other systems due to its flexibility. One reason for this
approach was the plan to simulate plasma instabilities on small scale systems, similar
to the polar cap and then integrate outwards with a large scale simulation and high
resolution. This method also allowed the user to study the electrodynamics of the
outer magnetosphere, to study the electric field strength and potential drops in the
magnetosphere. These results can be seen in Figure 5.8. Domain decomposition was
completed as follows:
The principle of domain decomposition is simple, the grid is divided up among the
processors which then house the particles that are in their respective grids as shown
in Figure 5.4. The data, which is 3D in nature is stored in discrete 1D arrays and is
recovered by striding through the array. This method allows for the increased speed
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Figure 5.7: This image shows a simulation of a cubic 27 mesh and a 27 × 29 × 29 . In
this image the pulsar can be seen at the centre of each grid, the electrons are shown
as green dots while the positrons are shown as blue dots. In the leftmost grid the
positrons show a well ordered ring around the pulsar, however, when studied at the
same resolution but with an extension of the grid, the simulation shows the variation
of positron location further from the pulsar. This shows the benefit of a variable
grid, to test the boundaries and extend domain scaling to allow for more insightful
studies.
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Figure 5.8: This image shows the B-field strength along the z-axis out to a distance of the light cylinder at 1.5 simulation units. It was only possible to study the
field strength at this scale due to domain decomposition. In order to reduce field
information, the higher fields strength was filtered out.
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Figure 5.9: This flowchart illustrates the basic flow of code through the Domain
decomposition technique. When compared to the original codes flowchart Figure 4.5,
it can be seen that the code is altered through the use of two functions. These are
the particle relocator and the domain decompose functions. The particle relocator
sends and receives particles to and from the grid slice respectively. The domain
decompose function is responsible for the sharing of required grid data to the nearest
grids. These functions are the basis of the domain decomposition technique.
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noted in DYMPHNA3D, however, it complicates the transfer of information between
the different domains. It was therefore decided to update the domain decomposition
method to one that could also suit the codes need and maximise the efficiency without
adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) which would require a complete overhaul of the
internal grid structure. The design chosen divides the grid by a multiple of the
number of processors available, each processor would receive multiple slices of the
grid from across the entire grid. These can then be swapped from node to node in
order to allow full efficiency within the code, by balancing the overall particle load
on each processor.
As such DYMPHNA3D’s array storage was converted into 2D model implemented
for maximum speed. The real issue with multi-dimensional arrays is the jumping
around of memory locations within the array, this can lead to large delays while
the computer locates the required data. This is partially alleviated through the
consistent use of one array dimension at any one time. Any information that needs
to be transferred to another dimension can be sent and received immediately but
will only be called in its turn.
To avoid large delays from single particle relocation the information is stored in
ghost arrays, a buffer which holds the information until it can be sent in one large
chunk at the end of the PM. This allows particles to be ready for the CD and provide
a stable system. With the removal and addition of particle information from these
arrays there are commonly occurring holes left in the array. Most methods utilised
allow this and after an specified iteration number the array would be scanned and
the information reorganised. This allows the memory required to be smaller than
if it was left unattended. However, it can be heavily time consuming as the full
array must be searched and amended. The method used in DYMPHNA3D utilises a
self solving algorithm which transfers the last particle in the array into the removed
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particles place. This method completes the transition at optimal speed and results
in a smaller memory footprint while allowing the smoothest transition of particles.
Finally, a pseudo-intelligent slice management system utilises a particle count which
records the total number of particles on each processor. If this count is above a set
threshold it will activate the reallocation of slices to minimise the particle imbalance,
avoiding the issue of load imbalance.

5.5

Computational Validation

Validation of the code covered four areas

1. Microphysics: A test of the effects of the basic fields on the orbit of a single
electron.
2. Electromagnetic field testing: A test to ensure there were no errors in the
addition of the electromagnetic fields.
3. Particle location: Each processor was tested with two sets of data; An exact
copy of particle and field information, testing the similarity of each section
and a dataset with unique positioning of particles. This was used to verify all
processors acted the same and that the collection of data acted as one large
simulation.
4. Speed up tests: Finally the main result was to verify that there was a measurable decrease in computational run time.
Each of these areas were checked through simulation testing, a comparisons
against the original version of the code. The results showed an exact copy of the
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original data validating the results. The Speed testing however as expected did not
share similar result and are shown in the next section.

5.6

Results

At the end of the development of DYMPHNA3D 1.7 the code has been upgraded
through numerous iterations to DYMPHNA3D 2.16. The word count has more than
doubled, the speed of the code greatly increased, and the over all flexibility improved
as will be shown below. In the development of the code there were many small
additions to code including increased grid dexterity, complete randomness of particle
locations and most importantly, implementation of real units. With the conversion
to real units the code can now be used for more basic lab type verifications and also
allows the real time testing of plasma instabilities.

5.6.1

Domain Cloning and Particle Decomposition

Domain cloning and particle decomposition are completed through the division of
particles and as such should display a linear increase with an increase in grid size.
However as the information must be shared with every node, the addition of more
processors can result in a transfer lag. This is shown in Figure 5.10 where by the
results are 100% linear with increasing processor count at a constant grid resolution.
Figure 5.10 also shows the comparison of the original code and the scalability as the
particle number increases, as can be seen, the run time has been drastically reduced.
The initial test showed that the code was almost linearly scalable, with a 90%+
efficiency at lower grid values. This computational efficiency continues out towards
32 processors as can be seen in Figure 5.11. At this point the processor count starts
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Comparison of Original OpenMP vs Hybrid OpenMP version
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Figure 5.10: An illustration of the speed-up gain from parallelisation on multiple
core using Domain cloning. The graph compares particle number vs Time. It shows
the increase in run time with the addition of particles. It can be seen that the MPI
processes take much less time than the original version.
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Computational run time per grid dimensions
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Figure 5.11: This graph compares processor number vs Time for particle decomposition. It shows the reduction of time taken to simulate 20 million particles with
the addition of each node. As can be seen the run time increases evenly with the
increased grid size, a factor of 8 with each increment. The shape of the graph shows
that although there is more time taken to resolve the grid, the efficiency is unaffected.
to play a role as with each new processor more information is introduced. The
results show that although the scaling factor is reduced, the overall speed up factor
greatly overcomes the computational overheads for large simulations. In terms of
grid size expansion, a noticeable decrease in computational speed up is seen as the
grid reaches over 134.2 million. This reduces the scaling factor proportionally with
increasing grid size.
The factor scales with grid scale itself, the increase from a 2.09 million grid mesh
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to a 16.77 million grid mesh, requires 8 times the memory and as such also requires
a minimum of 8 times the required time to send the larger grid size. This is shown
in Figure 5.12. Although the increase in the grid increases overall time, which is to
be expected and as can be seen from Figure 5.11, the speed up is still advantageous.
However, at this resolution the benefits of the Domain cloning starts to lag.
Grid run time per grid dimensions
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Figure 5.12: This graph compares the grid run time vs particle number for different
mesh sizes. It shows the increase in the time required to resolve the grid with
the addition of more nodes. The shape of the curve shows that although there is
increase time need to resolve the grid with a small processor number that this reaches
a plateau at the 32 processors mark. After this there is no addition computational
run time needed per processor.
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5.6.2

Domain Decomposition

Domain decomposition is mostly used in large scale simulations that require a large
amount of memory. As such it is commonly spoken about in terms of memory than
in terms of computational speed. The implementation used here has facilitated both
memory efficiency and also increased computational efficiency resulting in smaller
run times for small to medium grid sizes. This is shown below in Figure 5.13 which
shows a decrease in computational run time up to a grid size of 1.07 billion.
All areas of the code have reduced run times as shown in Figures 5.14, 5.15 and
5.13.
However, as can be seen in Figure 5.16, at the point of 64 processors for a grid
size of 1.07 billion the method stars to slow.

5.7

Discussion

The results show that there is a decrease in computational run time with the addition
of processors for all methods of parallelisation. This speed up is proportional to
particle number, grid size, and is also dependant on the method used. For both
domain cloning and particle decomposition, as seen in Figure 5.11, there is a large
reduction at the start of the graph, the reduction is facilitated by the addition of
processors allowing the particle number to be reduced per processor. In Figure
5.11 the speed up starts to decrease and almost becomes linear at the 80 processors
mark. This curve is inevitable as with each addition of processors the time will
decrease proportionally. The time required to resolve each grid in this approach
is shown in Figure 5.12, it can be clearly seen that the computational runtime is
increased steadily with the advancement of grid resolution. This becomes the limiting
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Figure 5.13: An illustration the speed-up gain from parallelisation on multiple cores
due to domain decomposition, comparing processor number vs the inverse of the time
required to complete the simulation. The shape of the curve shows that it is almost
linear for the two larger grid domains while the smaller domain sizes have a added
benefit due to the smaller information transfer required.
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Particle mover run time per grid dimensions
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Figure 5.14: This graph shows the time taken for the completion of the PM, measuring processor number vs the inverse time spent on the PM. In this it is shown that
for smaller grids the time required is much less, while the speed is linear for larger
grid sizes.
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Field solver run time per grid dimensions
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Figure 5.15: An illustration clarifying the benefits of speed-up due to domain decomposition, comparing the processor number vs the inverse of the time taken for
the FS. The time required for the field solve is similar to the PM the more processors
involved the less grid information each processor much process and as a result it
demonstrates a decreased time necessary. The larger grid, however, require have an
almost linear scale though still showing a decrease.
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Figure 5.16: An illustration of the time taken for the grid communication on multiple
grids; measuring processors vs the inverse time required for the Grid assembly. This
graph is showing the efficiency of the transfer protocols used for sharing information
between grid slices. For smaller grid sizes (2 -16 million) the time is decreased
with the addition of each processor, while for a grid size of 134 million the process is
almost linear. For grids larger than 1.07 billion the information is transferred through
a second division of information allowing for a decrease in the time required.
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factor in the approach, the grid must remain small for the maximum benefit of the
parallelisation.
In the domain decomposition approach all aspects of the code decrease in runtime
as shown in Figures 5.14 - 5.15. However, the real limit to this approach is shown in
Figure 5.16. This graph shows the time taken to resolve the grid including transfer
time. There is an almost linear decrease at the start for smaller grids but as the
processor count approaches 60 the transfer time starts to play a role. The time
required for transfer increases and as a result so does the overall grid time. However,
this does not start to play any major role as the over all time is still reduced through
the division of the original grid size (Figure 5.13).
The results can be summarised as follows; the code is now 100% parallel and
transferable onto any system. The conversion of DYMPHNA3D to a fully MPI version has shown a drastic improvement in both computational and memory efficiency.
It is now capable of an almost linear decrease in run time with the addition of processing power while also allowing much larger simulations to be run which also scale
very effectively with the increase of more nodes. The limitations of the code have
been greatly reduced in the process and the over computational efficiency has been
increased from 30% to 80+% making it available to be run on large scale computational architecture. The results show for small grid sizes in the range of 262144−16.77
million the code demonstrates a 90% efficiency for all areas of parallelisation.
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Chapter 6
Plasma Emission
It is commonly agreed that pulsar radio emission is due to plasma instability within
the polar cap region of the pulsar magnetosphere. The energetics in this region
have been studied for over 40 years and have left many possible but yet untested
solutions for emission. There are factors that have been used to focus the research
and eliminate irrelevant theories, such as high brightness temperatures leading to the
theory of coherence. The nano-second structures within the pulse also suggest that
the emission process must have a mechanism that is able to facilitate the instability
at this nano-second time-scale. Drifting of the subpulse emission hints that there
may be a carousel feature, a rotation of the source of emission. Radius to frequency
mapping predicting the estimated region of emission. These features along with those
mentioned previously in Chapter 2 and 3 can be used to focus in on what the author
believes is the most plausible solution and test the plasma dynamics in this region.
The theory of spark discharge in the pulsar magnetosphere has been steadily
developed by Gil et al over the last 2 decades, appears to be able to account for all
the features seen in the study of radio emission in pulsars, (Gil et al., 1997; Gil and
Sendyk, 2000; Melikidze et al., 2000; Gil et al., 2006; Mitra et al., 2010; Geppert
et al., 2013; Szary et al., 2014). This theory develops the idea that a collection of
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spark tubes provides the pair plasma necessary to account for radio emission. These
sparks, analogous to lightning strikes, result from a voltage break down above the
polar cap region of the magnetosphere, similar to spark discharge which was heavily
studied in the beginning of the study of electricity and plasma science. These sparks,
in theory, result in the creation and acceleration of electron-positron clouds in the
magnetosphere resulting in instabilities leading to the radio emission observed in
radio pulsars. Due to the electrodynamics of the magnetosphere, the electrons and
positrons are accelerated to high velocities by the large electric and magnetic fields
resulting initially in a streaming instability which progresses into a more complex
soliton wave packet formation and collapse resulting in emission. This mechanism
can also be used to explain the polar cap heating through the streaming of particles
into the neutron star surface (Gil et al., 2007a). The classification of instabilities in
the pulsar magnetosphere is quite complex, as mentioned in section 3.3, the main
mechanisms are; the Antenna mechanism, relativistic plasma emission, and plasma
maser emission. These are indistinguishable via radio observations and most have
incomplete models, therefore making it next to impossible to argue for or against.
What they all have in common is that they all require an instability to provide the
energy required for their specific precursor to emission. This is what shall be studied
in this simulation on DYMPHNA3D, a simulation of two-streaming electron-positron
pair plasma in the spark discharge region of the pulsar magnetosphere. In order to
fully understand the following experiment an introduction into these instabilities is
required along with a more detailed description of the proposed emission region.
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6.1

Spark Theory

The idea of sparks was around at the very beginning of the study of the pulsar magnetosphere (Ruderman and Sutherland, 1975). They believed that in some cases the
stellar surface of pulsars were not hot enough to allow the flow of ions to balance the
outflow of electrons as charge escaped the magnetosphere through the light cylinder. This results in the formation of a polar magnetospheric gap, with a potential
difference of ≈ 1012 V , which breaks down continuously through sparks resulting in
the formation of electron-positron pairs. The electrons were believed to flow back
to the pulsar surface while the positrons were accelerated out of the gap where they
would emit through curvature emission. Above the polar cap there was thought to
exist a state where E × B = 0, resulting in the end of particle acceleration in the
zone. However, the curvature radiation of the positrons beyond the gap leads to the
formation of a secondary electron-positron pair plasma. This plasma is thought to
form bunches and result in the coherent microwave radiation. It was also proposed
that the electrons and positrons in a spark do not always co-rotate with the pulsar
until E × B = 0 everywhere along it. This results in a drifting, a rotation, of the
sparks in the polar cap frame readily explaining the drifting observed. This model
was an excellent fit for younger pulsars, however, the electrodynamics were off for
older pulsars. The older pulsars were shown to be unable to produce the required
number of electron-positron pairs to completely screen the E|| field. This led to
the development of the pair-starved polar cap model (Muslimov and Harding, 2004,
2009). As a result the particles are free to continue their acceleration out along the
open field lines of the magnetosphere and allows for E × B drift to play a more
influential role. However, it was shown that the subpulse drift estimated was too
high in comparison to the observed drift period. This led to the idea of a Partially
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Screened polar Gap model (PSG) (Gil et al., 2003). In 2007, Gil et al. (2007b) used
the PSG model to fit a number of pulsars to a high degree of accuracy and also
showed the result from back-flow bombardment could explain the excess thermal
X-ray luminosity associated with the polar cap. This model could also be used to
explain the mode changing a nulling phenomena (Szary et al., 2012). This would
provide the foundation for the spark model to develop and solidify its position as the
most logical and practical precursor to radio emission.
The spark model was widely agreed to be one of the most developed models
for radio emission in the polar cap region. It fits a wide variety of parameters,
from young to old pulsars, including the apparent death of pulsars as their periods
increase, drifting, microstructures, the period frequency dependence, the sweep of
linear polarisation and more. However, it used the theory of the hollow cone model
which ultimately could not explain the emission profiles that had more than 2 peaks.
In 1999, Gil and Sendyk (2000) developed a new theory in line with the original,
however, rather than a consistent hollow cone around the pulsar there would exist
discrete nonstationary sparks which would occur in well defined preferred regions.
These sparks would be separated by a defined distance h which would be equal to
the gap height,
h = 5 × 103 B12 −4/7 R6 2/7 P 3/7 cm ,

(6.1)

where B12 = B × 1012 G, R6 = R × 106 and P is the period.
This new spark model could explain the multi-peaked emission profiles and also
readily explain the subpulse drift. The next stage was the unification of radio emission for normal radio pulsars and MSPs. Through multiple observations it was
deduced that the emission process must be the same. The original polar cap model
touched upon the idea of the transition of a pulsar towards the deathline and the end
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of emission. It linked the period with emission and also the apparent degradation of
the magnetic field with time. In 1993, Gil and Kijak (1993) showed the importance of
the link between period and emission height deriving a value of rv (P ) ≈ 63Rv −0.16 P 0.5
for old pulsars and rv (P ) ≈ 250Rv −0.16 P 0.5 for young pulsars. An interesting addition would be the magnetic alignment and field strength, as it was proposed that as
the pulsar ages the magnetic field would start to align with the rotation axis (Macy,
1974; Nowakowski, 1983). This relationship allows the particles to be accelerated
via a potential similar to the that of the normal radio pulsar (Backer et al., 1982;
Kramer, 2002).

6.2

Emission Region Properties

It is necessary to understand the parameters of the region where emission occurs.
There are numerous estimations of where the radio emission occurs in the pulsar
magnetosphere. Kijak and Gil (1998) believe it occurs in the region of 10% of the
LC for normal radio pulsars and 30% for MSPs (Kijak and Gil, 1998). Perera et al.
(2012) estimated it to be in the region of ≈ 20Rns . There is an inherent issue
with describing the pulsars emission region like this as it relies on the period of
the pulsar. A more important factor is the energetics of the region; the electric
field strength, the potential difference, the plasma density, and the magnetic field
strength. Ruderman and Sunderland argues that the emission location must be in
the region of a magnetic field in the order of 106 G as was backed up by Gil and
Kijak (1993) and Kijak and Gil (1998), which estimates B ≈ 106 − 107 G. This
would allow the emission to be close to the neutron star surface for MSPs while
allowing longer period pulsars to emit from a few hundred kms off the surface. This
would easily account for disambiguity of the location of emission for radio pulsars.
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The spark gap model uses the partially screen polar cap to provide the potential
required to drive the spark reaction mechanism. Gil et al. (2006) predicted that the
plasma density in the region of emission would be in the order of ρ ≈ 0.9ρGJ , where
ρGJ is the GJ plasma density. This would result in sparking commencing at the
partially shielded potential drop ∆V ∼ 0.1∆VM ax ∼ 1010 − 1011 V . This would then
terminate when the potential is decreased by the order 102 V , due to the screening
by cascading pair production of electron-positron pairs. It was also estimated that
the minimum potential for sparking is in the region of 5 × 108 V allowing for a neat
cut off potential. This could be used to explain the cut off of radio emission when
pulsars cross the so called pulsar deathline. These papers provide the basic set-up
required to test the theory of spark gaps producing plasma instabilities and leading
to radio emission. The initial conditions of the simulation will be: E ≈ 1010 V ,
B ≈ 106 G, the particle density has to be be below 0.1ρGJ in order to maintain the
required sparking conditions and the time frame for the experiment is in the regime
of 10−11 s.

6.3

Plasma Instabilities

Maser emission mechanisms tend to be a popular choice when considering the origins
of radio emission. This is due to the fact that they have the simplest explanations for
coherent emission. The maser mechanism has advantages over the other two main
mechanisms in that it is less complicated to induce and maintain the instability.
Antenna mechanisms and relativistic plasma emission have constraints in velocity
space. The antenna mechanism requires that velocity dispersion is negligible in
order to maintain bunching while the relativistic plasma condition requires that
the velocity dispersion is very narrow in order to keep all particles in phase with
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the growing wave. As discussed previously in Rankin’s empirical model of pulsar
emission she proposed that coherent radio emission is split into two components a
core-type emission and a cone-type emission (Rankin, 1990b). She believed that the
core emission was due to a cyclotron-Cherenkov instability based on Lyutikov et al.
(1999) and the cone-type emission was due to Cherenkov-drift radiation. Lyutikov
et al. attributed the observed radio emission to cyclotron-Cherenkov instability
developing at the anomalous cyclotron resonance:
ω(k) − k|| v|| +

ωB
=0
γres

(6.2)

where ω(k) is the frequency of the normal mode, k = 2π/λ is the wave vector, v is
the velocity of the resonant particle, ωB =

|e|B
mc

is the non-relativistic gyro-frequency,

γ is the Lorentz factor in the pulsar frame, e is the charge on the resonant particle,
m is the mass, and c is the speed of light. The other plasma instability is the
Cherenkov-drift instability:

ω(k) − k|| v|| − kx yd = 0

(6.3)

where
ud =

γv|| c
ωB RB

(6.4)

where ud is the drift velocity and RB is the curvature radius of the magnetic field
line. These waves are emitted at resonance and are vacuum like electromagnetic
waves that can escape the magnetosphere directly. Both of these instabilities are a
maser-type instability, as defined by the fact that it is the induced emission which
dominates as opposed to the spontaneous, and are due to the interaction of fast
particles from the primary beam and from the tail of the secondary pairs distributed
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with normal modes of a strongly magnetised 1-D electron-positron pair. The plasma
is considered as an active medium that can amplify the normal modes. A normal
mode is a pattern of motion in which all parts of the system move sinusoidally with
the same frequency and with a fixed phase relation. Both of these instabilities were
found to occur in the open region of the outer magnetosphere at r ≈ 109 cm. This
model rules out the process for millisecond pulsars which, as shown earlier, must
have the same mechanism as normal radio pulsars. Another plasma instability that
is commonly proposed as the origin of the observed radio emission is two-stream
instability. The conditions necessary for two-stream instability to develop in the
pulsar magnetosphere are not simple and there were three main proposals to provide
the conditions necessary.
(1) Two stream instability was proposed for the pulsar magnetosphere by Usov
(1987). He proposed that if the plasma was non stationary it would lead to the development of a two-stream instability. This instability can then develop into processes
that result in radio emission such as bunching or direct emission as a result of the
instability (Asseo et al., 1980). Usov showed that if the electron-positron plasma was
non stationary, the growth rate could be maintained in order for the instability to
occur. Two stream instability occurs if the energy distribution (fb (γ)) of the particles in the beam has a “hump” when considered as a function of the Lorentz factor
γ. This would be the result if the plasma production was extremely unsteady. The
plasma flow would consist of separate clouds following across each other out along
the magnetic filed lines and particles with lower velocities in one cloud would be
overtaken resulting in the development of two- stream instability. The characteristic
time for the development of two stream instability can be written as:

τ ≡ (np /nb )1/3 γb γp1/2 ωp−1
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(6.5)

1/2

where ωp = (4πnp e/m)1/2 = 5.64 × 104 np s−1 is the plasma frequency, b denotes
the ultra-relativistic beam and p denotes the electron-positron plasma. According
to this model, the creation and acceleration of the ultrarelativistic positron beam
occurs in narrow spark discharges that are separated from one another by a distance
of the order of the polar cap height H, H ≈ 20m. This charge motion results
in a strong modulation of the ultrarelativistic positron flux, which in turn, leads
to a division of the electron-positron jet into plasma clouds spaced along the jet
by L ≈ (30 − 0)H ≈ 0.3R. This model along with the works of Ruderman and
Sutherland (1975) and Cheng and Ruderman (1980) can be used to deduce the speed
at which the spark discharge would move across the the polar cap; vd ≈ ch/2Rc ,
where Rc is the curvature radius of the magnetic field lines in the polar cap. The
model estimated that the emission would take place at a radius of ri ≈ 108 cm.
(2) The second of these proposals was made by Lyubarskii (Lyubarskii, 1992)
in which the two stream instability develops due to an adjustment of the electric
current and the charge density along the open field lines. This requires that a certain
flow of particles is directed downward towards the stellar surface, in the opposite
direction to the main plasma flow of particles outward along the open field lines
to the magnetospheric open region. In a second paper on the current adjustment
in pulsars he showed that this would result in counter-streaming of the electronpositron pair plasma due to the large electric field. This counter streaming would
result in intense plasma turbulence. The current generated in the electron-positron
discharge requires that a certain particle flow falls to the discharge zone from the
magnetosphere. In accordance with Cheng and Ruderman (1977), the electrons and
positrons streaming through each other gives rise to a two-stream instability that
can be considered as responsible for the pulsar radio emission.
(3) The third of the proposals was made by Lyubarskii and Petrova (2000). This
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model relies on the interaction of the secondary pair plasma with the thermal emission
from the stellar surface to give rise to the two-stream instability. The acceleration
takes place near the neutron star surface above the polar cap . The particles move
along the magnetic lines and emit curvature photons which initiate a pair-production
cascade. The first electron-positron pairs created screen the accelerating electric
field, so that at higher altitudes the particle energy remains unaltered, resulting in
a Lorentz factor of γ ≈ 10 − 104 for the secondary plasma. This model is mainly
focused on energy loss of particles as a result of resonant inverse Compton scattering.
It outlines that in order to fully understand this phenomena numerical simulation of
the plasma flow in the open field line region is necessary.
If the observed radio emission is due to two-stream instability, then, for ordinary
waves, the wave frequency of the longitudinal electrostatic wave propagating along
the magnetic field line should be of the order of the plasma frequency at the emission
point (Lyubarsky, 2002).
r
ωplasma =

4πe2 n0
m

(6.6)

0

where n is the plasma number density in the proper frame, e is the electron charge
and m is the electron mass. In the pulsar frame the frequency becomes ω0 =
√
ωplasma γ under Lorentz transformation. The waves interact resonantly with the
particles if the phase velocity, ω/k coincides with the particle velocity. The resonance condition is ω = ~k · ~v . This conditions applies only to subluminous waves.
Subluminous waves are a branch of waves distinguished through dispersion curves
0

0

0

0

in which ω < k c. Superluminous waves are waves in which ω > k c. Superlu0

minous waves propagating at small angles to the magnetic field, where ω >> ωp .
The superluminous waves become nearly transverse with the vacuum dispersion law,
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ω = kc. If the wave was an extraordinary wave (a wave in which the electric field is
perpendicular to both the background magnetic field and to the wave vector k) in
the limit of, essentially, an infinitely strong magnetic field this wave does not interact
with the plasma and propagates like a vacuum.
An important factor in plasma emission is the ability for the wave to escape the
pulsar magnetosphere. If superluminous waves propagate strictly along the magnetic field it would be converted into a subluminous wave through landau damping.
However, in the oblique propagation case the wave would remain superluminous and
at the point, where ω >> ω0 , it would transform into a vacuum transverse electromagnetic wave which can escape the magnetosphere freely. Subluminous waves
cannot escape the magnetosphere freely and as such require a conversion process to
facilitate the release of energy. Through nonlinear processes the wave energy can be
redistributed into the superluminous region. High brightness temperatures of radio
pulsar emission implies high wave energy density in the pulsar magnetosphere, which
implies that nonlinear effects are of paramount importance.
Lyubarsky (2002) concludes that the coherent radio emission must come from
a combination two-stream instability and a nonlinear process which facilitates the
conversion. Soliton wave and soliton wave packet collapse are hinted at for this
conversion process.
The work carried out in this chapter focused on the polar cap region of the
magnetosphere. The simulation was designed to test the idea that spark discharge
produces the observed emission in radio pulsars. This model has been hypothesised
by Gil and Sendyk (2000) and can also be used to explain the observed drifting of
the subpulses (Gil et al., 2006). In this model, the partial vacuum is broken down by
the electron-positron plasma through which the generation of further pair plasma is
generated. In this method the charged particles are accelerated in opposite directions
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~ ×B
~
by the large magnetic field in the polar cap region and are also affected by the E
drift. The simulation carried out was set up to test the validity of this approach.

6.4

Simulation Results

The simulation was set up to mimic the region in which emission is proposed. The
conditions are that; the magnetic field is 106 G, the electric field is between 108 −
1011 V /m, the plasma density is in the region of 0.1 ρGJ , and the time for the reaction
is in the nano scale. The simulations, as shown below in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, were
ran over time scales ranging from 10−9 − 10−11 s with a variation of magnetic field
strength ranging from 10−4 − 100 G. The electric field was varied from 0 − 1011 V
but was mainly focused in the region of 1010 V /m. The electromagnetic alignment
effects on the instabilities was also tested along with the effect of plasma density
variation.
The results can be separated into two groups;
1. Simulations with magnetic fields.
2. Simulations without magnetic fields.

6.4.1

Simulations with magnetic fields

The simulations for these simulations were run over a range of 10−4 -100 G with
between 0.01-10 ρGJ and time-scales of 1-1000 ns to verify the conditions. The initial
tests were conducted under the expected conditions for the pulsar magnetosphere
(106 G). The results were always the same; the instability does not develop while in
the vicinity of a strong magnetic field. The simulations shows a streaming plasma
that does not form a resultant increase in plasma density nullifying the full effects of
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Figure 6.1: This is an image of the end result of a simulation with a magnetic field.
There is no formation of filaments or any other structures. This simulation has a
magnetic field of 106 G.
the instability and completely quenching the filament formation and resultant shock.
A sample image from the simulation can be seen in Figure 6.1. This shows an even
distribution of plasma over the course of a range of values for density and time in
which there is no resultant change in the plasma.
This shows that there cannot be formation of filaments when a large magnetic field
is involved. Although the plasma streamed by as predicted there were no plasma
density changes above basic noise threshold. The magnetic field appears to completely quench the ability of the streaming instability to form filaments and as such
rules out a more advanced interactions which would lead onto radio emission. The
end results were always the same for fields above 10−2 G. However, in simulations
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Figure 6.2: A time-step through the simulation with a magnetic field of 10−2 G.
Where (i) 0 ns (ii) 5 ns (iii) 10 ns (iv) 15 ns (v) 20 ns (vi) 25 ns (vii) 30 ns (viii)
35 ns. It can be seen that the particles form into current sheets but there was no
further action.
where the magnetic field was under 102 G current sheets were formed after a delayed
period of time (Figure 6.2). This has been proposed to be an effect of the magnetic
field (Hededal and Nishikawa, 2005).

6.4.2

Simulations without magnetic fields

The next stage of simulations was to study the effect of the electric field on the
particles without the magnetic field. When the particles were accelerated through
an electric field they interacted to form filaments, magnetic isolated islands. These
islands then began to develop further by slowly forming two separate intertwined
filaments by isolating the opposite charge. These filaments were found to attract
nearby filaments and in some cases these would combine to form a super cluster.
Towards the end of the filament formation the particles were found to form into
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Figure 6.3: This is a time-step through a two stream instability simulation, where
(i) 0 ns (ii) 2.5 ns (iii) 5.0 ns (iv) 7.5 ns (v) 10.00 ns (vi) 12.5 ns (vii) 15.0 ns (viii)
17.5 ns.
wavelike patterns, similar to those one would expect to see in soliton creation. In the
final stage of the simulation the waveforms seem to collapse through the instability
which produces rapid acceleration of the plasma particles. This interaction can be
used to show that, in the correct conditions, streaming instability can be used to
describe the formation of an instability which would be capable to produce radio
emission in the time-scale required. The full simulation was ran a range of over 100
ns, and resulted in the formation and collapse of the instability over a 10 ns timescale, thereby proving that the mechanism could support the nanoburst seen during
radio emission.
In Figures 6.3 & 6.4 the electric field is set at 1010 V /m with a 45 degrees orientation to the X,Y, and Z planes. The size of the simulation being resolved is 10 m
and the simulation runtime is over 40 ns. In Figure 6.3 the image is taken from
side on: it can be seen that between 5 − 7.5 ns the instability starts to take form,
taking the shape of isolated magnetic islands or filaments. These filaments then start
to interact with each other around the 10 ns period, twisting and wrapping around
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(i)

(ii)

(v)

(vi)

(iii)

(vii)

(iv)

(viii)

Figure 6.4: This is a time-step through a two stream instability simulation from the
corner of the simulation domain, where (i) 0 ns (ii) 2.5 ns (iii) 5.0 ns (iv) 7.5 ns (v)
10.00 ns (vi) 12.5 ns (vii) 15.0 ns (viii) 17.5 ns.
each other, while also separating the individual charges of the filaments into two
discrete columns; one electron and one positron. This interaction forms a pattern of
a waveform which when isolated could hint at the formation of solitons. Over the
next 5 ns the filaments merge and the wave like structures seem to become unstable
leading to a large acceleration of both species of plasma particles and resulting in
the instability decaying into chaos. This can be seen from the angle in which the
electric field is facing in Figure 6.4. Some interesting features are the spider web
like structures that form around the 5 ns period. This interaction then breaks down
to form the magnetic islands and leads to the filament interactions and waveform
collapse.
The next group of images were taken from a simulation with an electric field in
the Z direction. The simulation size is 1m and the instability occurs over 40 − 50
ns. This clearly shows the formation of the filaments from part (i) to (vii) and also
shows the development of the waveform between part (vii) and (xiv). The clarity
of the wave in (xiii) is expanded upon in Figure 6.6. The wave begins to form at
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(xiv)
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(xvi)

Figure 6.5: This is a time-step through a two stream instability simulation from the
Z direction of the simulation domain, with time intervals of part (i) 5 ns (ii) 5.6 ns
(iii) 6.25 ns (iv) 6.9 ns (v) 7.5 ns (vi) 8.15 ns (vii) 8.8 ns (viii) 9.4 ns. (ix) 10 ns (x)
10.7 ns (xi) 11.3 ns (xii) 12 ns (xii) 12.6 ns (xiii) 13.2 ns (xiv) 13.9 ns (xv) 14.5 ns
(xvi) 15 ns.
the moment of the filament creation and becomes more chaotic as the instability
develops. This wave structure is the cause of the break up of the filaments and also
the increased acceleration of the particles. Although the waveform is not visible from
Figure 6.7, it clearly shows the development and the degradation of the filaments due
to the streaming instability from a front view. This strongly hints that two stream
instability from spark discharge could be the mechanism which leads to the creation
of the radio emission in the pulsar magnetosphere.
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Figure 6.6: This image shows the state of a filament which appears to form in a
wavelike structure, this image is part (xiii) expanded from Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.7: This is a time-step through a two stream instability simulation from the
X direction of the simulation domain, with time intervals of part (i) 5 ns (ii) 5.6 ns
(iii) 6.25 ns (iv) 6.9 ns (v) 7.5 ns (vi) 8.15 ns (vii) 8.8 ns (viii) 9.4 ns. (ix) 10 ns (x)
10.7 ns (xi) 11.3 ns (xii) 12 ns (xii) 12.6 ns (xiii) 13.2 ns (xiv) 13.9 ns (xv) 14.5 ns
(xvi) 15 ns.
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6.5

Discussion

As can be seen, the results were quite conclusive. Streaming did occur due to the
acceleration of the particles from the electric field, however, the large magnetic field
quenched the filament instability before it could develop further. It has been shown
previously that plasma shocks are suppressed when there is a strong magnetic field
presence (Hededal and Nishikawa, 2005). Nanobashvili (2011) showed that in the
right conditions it is possible to develop an external magnetic field that could nullify
the magnetic field from the pulsar. This would allow for the development of the
streaming instability to develop and form solitons that can be seen when the magnetic
field is cancelled.
It is concluded that the mechanism is still plausible but that it either needs to be
further from the spark itself or it needs to create a large magnetic field to counteract
the existing magnetic fields in the region. The streaming instability can neither
confirm or disprove any of the main emission mechanisms, however, it can be seen
that two stream instability can lead to much more complex degree of instability that
could indeed result in radio emission.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future work
7.1

Introduction

At the start of the project the main goal was to improve the computational efficiency
and adaptability of the code. At the end of the project the code has been parallelised
through the use of OpenMP and MPI, it is capable of using 4 different variations
of parallelisation namely; full OpenMP, MPI/OpenMp Hybrid Domain cloning and
fully MPI versions of Domain decomposition and particle decomposition. Through
the use of the new features the code is now up to 90% efficient and can be used on
most computational architectures, thereby reaching the original goal of the project.
With the advancements in the code it was decided to test the plasma processes
in the most probable region of radio emission in the pulsar magnetosphere. It is
commonly agreed that the emission region for radio is located within the polar cap
region of the pulsars magnetosphere. Through an extensive literature review and
study of pulsars, radio emission, and plasma instabilities, it was decided that the most
likely precursor to radio emission is a streaming instability. This led to the search
for the most likely repeatable feature that could provide a pumping mechanism that
could provide the correct conditions to allow for the development of the streaming
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instability. Through the Spark Gap model proposed by Gil et al. it was shown that
many of the features observed in radio observations could be accounted for. The
next stage was to test the region proposed to see if the instability could be produced
and also to check if it was energetic enough to produce emission.

7.2

Computational speed up

The computational results were very positive with an almost linear speed up across
the code. There are now three levels of parallelism available to the user. The results
have shown that when used correctly the speed up factor scales with a 90 % efficiency.
The most dramatic speed increase across the spectrum was provided by domain
decomposition, this was achieved as a result of the nature of the parallelisation. The
grid was the slowest part of the code accounting at times for 70% of the over all run
time. With domain decomposition active it can be reduced down to less that 10%.
As seen in Chapter 5 there was a huge decrease in computational run time. Apart
from the decrease in run time the code is now extremely variable in terms of memory
footprint per processor, mean its only limit is governed by the machine being used.
The domain cloning and particle decomposition aspect also provides DYMPHNA3D
a great advantage in versatility and speed up. Particle decomposition of the code is
mostly used for simulations on a single node, the benefit of this is that it linearly
scales with the addition of processors, however, it requires a large amount of memory for the process. The application is perfect for small grid dimensions with large
particle numbers and has greatly reduced the run time from the original OpenMP
version. While domain cloning is used for simulations of intermediate grid sizes. As
can be seen in Figure 5.11 the speed up is 90%+ efficient with the addition of more
particles and has also a 90% efficiency with the addition of each processor.
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This leaves DYMPHNA3D much more flexible and applicable to a much wider
range of experiments. With the constantly evolving nature of processing power it
is important that research projects remain at the forefront allowing for the rapid
employment on the next generation systems.

7.3

First results and problems

The plasma aspect of the project was included to show the capabilities of the code.
The region proposed was deemed to be the most likely candidate and was simulated
using the new advancements in DYMPHNA3D. The results clearly show that the in
the presence of an intense magnetic field with a streaming plasma there can be no
formation of filaments. However, the streaming instability developed in the absence
of a strong magnetic counterpart and led to the development of filament structures
in the plasma. The filaments subsequently displayed the development of a waveform
which over time appeared to form a soliton rich environment before the collapse of
the structure providing acceleration of the plasma. It has been proposed that solitons
could lead to the creation of radio emission and, as such, it can be shown that the
environment of the spark gap filaments could result in the observed radio emission
from pulsars.
In the current form the code was used to study the formation of filaments. From
simulations it appears that the region of the spark cannot support the formation of
filaments due to the magnetic field. One possible solution is that a counteracting
magnetic field effectively cancels the initial pulsar magnetic field. A possible theory
for this is the creation of a toroidal magnetic field due to the streaming plasma itself
Nanobashvili (2011). Another possible solution is that the spark itself creates a large
enough magnetic field to counteract the magnetic field. Using Ampere’s law from
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first principles it can be shown that if the current was in vicinity of 107 A that it
would provide a large enough magnetic field for this purpose. The next question
is can the spark provide this current. The estimated particle density in the region
is expected to be 105 m−3 (0.9 nGJ ) and is produced almost instantly by voltage
breakdown resulting in the spark. If the current was large enough it could result in
the necessary magnetic field. Mestel (1971) predicted that the current produced in
the pulsar magnetosphere is in the region of Jp = ρe vp . Using the predicted voltage
(1011 V /m) to accelerate the particles towards c and the estimates particle density
(ρe = 105 m−3 ) a value of 1013 A/m is found. This value exceeds the required
current needed, however, it assumes that each spark creates the full charge density
required to provide the out flowing current from the magnetosphere. This current
could lead to the cancellation of the magnetic field and hence allow the instability
to developed fully, producing radio emission on the required time scale.

7.4

Future work

Further computational development of DYMPHNA3D: it could be possible
to employ a adaptive mesh system and possibly convert the code to the CUDA approach to allow for the use of GPUs (Graphical Processing Units) (NVIDIA, 2014).
The advantages of an adaptive mesh would allow for a pseudo-intelligent grid that
could focus in detail on areas of interest while minimising computational time wasted
on the less important areas. The main advantage and the reason for avoiding this
during the main project was that this would require a full rewrite of DYMPHNA3D.
With GPUs the code would be able to run much faster, the GPU units can contain millions of processors where most processors are limited to 128 on large scale
systems, the only issue here would be the memory structure of the code. GPUs
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can only house small amounts of memory and as such have a bottle neck for the
transfer of large information sets. Considering that the PIC paradigm requires a
large dataset, this would be a very difficult conversion and could lead to long delays. DYMPHNA3D was designed with an outlook to the future of computational
progression in mind. The latest technologies have been designed to have a maximum processor count sharing a global memory. This technology is prefect for the
advancements of the code. As mentioned previously, one of the main bottle necks of
PIC is the transfer of information between processors on different memory systems.
The latest advancements in processor technologies boast large shared memory and
increased processing capabilities.
Future work on plasmas using DYMPHNA3D: One future application of
DYMPHNA3D could be to study the formation of solitons in a much more detailed
manner. The simulations have also shown that there is an issue with the further
development of the streaming instability in strong magnetic fields which as also
shown by Hededal and Nishikawa (2005). However, it would be interesting to test the
development of a toroidal magnetic field in the region of emission which could nullify
the effects of the magnetic field long enough for the emission to occur (Nanobashvili,
2011). The magnetic field is estimated to be in the region of 106 G at the anticipated
region of radio emission. From the results obtained here it would suggest that the
development into further more energetic instabilities requires that the magnetic field
must be much lower. One possible method for this is the development of a toroidal
magnetic field, though a study of the strength of these fields has not being tested.
This could be another future application of the code to study the development of
the fields from different instabilities. The idea of the spark model was chosen due
to the completeness of the theory and also the strong agreement with observations.
The spark itself needs to be studied, could the spark result in a large magnetic field
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that could nullify the external pulsar magnetic field and allow for the development of
higher order instabilities. Spark discharge was used in early electronics and resulted
in the release of large magnetic fields. Another application of the code could be to
study this phenomena in much detail. A more important application of the code
could be to look at the interaction of the plasma produced from the spark gap with
the secondary pair plasma. Gil et al believe that this interaction will result in the
observed radio emission.
The majority of the PhD was completed using simulation units for plasma physics
investigations, with the conversion of DYMPHNA3D to real units the plasma simulations will be much more comparable to real life studies. This opens up the code
to the various other plasma physics applications including fusion studies. Towards
the end of the project a FFT analysis tool was being developed to allow the study
of the plasma processes in more detail during the simulations. FFT analyses can be
used to study the development of the instabilities and also gives the user much more
detail that the density analysis currently being employed.
The end result of this project is a highly adaptable PIC code with a high level
of computational efficiency and in insight into the plasma dynamics in the most
plausible region of radio emission in the pulsar magnetosphere. With the newly
adapted DYMPHNA3D, the code could be used to further investigate the plasma
dynamics any region of the pulsar magnetosphere as well as being applicable to being
utilised for plasma research outside of the pulsar regime.
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